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PREFACE

This final report was prepared by Hughes Helicopters, Inc. (HHI), Culver City,
California, under BOA DAAK50-78-G-0004, delivery order number 0004,
entitled "Manufacturing Methods and Technology (MM&T) Program for YAH-64
Composite Flexbeam Tail Rotor (CFTR)." This work was conducted during the

period 1 October 1979 through 31 October 1982. The contract was under the
direction of the Army Aviation Research and Development Command (AVRADCOM),
St. Louis, Missouri, with Messrs. D. Hogan and S. Wiesenberg as AVRADCOM
program monitors. Mr. Saad Taha was HHI program manager.

Principal HHI contributors include the following:
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N. Bell Structures Analysis
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R. Hobson Quality Engineering

R. E. Vandernoot Structural Testing

R. H. Messinger Technical Coordination

R. H. Gercke R&D Composite Manufacturing
Laboratory

R. J. Guest R&D Composite Manufacturing
Laboratory

This report concludes the work performed under BOA DAAK50-78-G-0004,
delivery order number 0004. _ __
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INTRODUCTION

The objective of this Manufacturing Methods and Technology (MM&T) program
was to refine and verify the manufacturing processes and production configu-
ration for a composite flexbeam tail rotor for the AH-64 Apache Attack
liecopter. The program was structured to consist of design refinement,
manufacturing methods development, tooling development, fabrication of test
compononts, structural laboratory tests, and wind tunnel testing. The per-
iormance period was from October 1979 through October 1982.

The CFTR development effort follows the modern trend to incorporate
advanced composite structures in ever increasing applications in Army aircraft
to realize the advantages of decreased weight and life cycle cost. The wet
filamet winding (WFW) cocurc process has been demonstrated as a viable
•")01roach for reducing labor requirements in the construction of composite
com)pontrits whilc utilizing raw materials at their lowest cost and providing
rt.e:)at-lhtl /reliable structure.

iti i designed arid built a full-scale prototype bearingless tail rotor under an
In(it 1 )ndent Research and Development (IRAD) program, and verified the con-
cy,)t in, a 10-hour whirl test in mid-1979. The current MM&T program was
a%\arded in October 1979 to further refine the design and manufacturing tech-
nology to be fully compatible with production Apache Helicopter.

"rne CFTR was designed in accordance with all structural and environmental
rec:uirements for the metal tail rotor blade. Compatibility with the growth
GF-T700 increased performance engines and maximum practical use of composite
materials were also required. A ±5 degree glass fiber/epoxy flexbeam connects
the WFW Kevlar/epoxy blades to the hub, within which elastomeric shear pads
allow the flexbeam to bend freely. A pitch case transfers pitch control loads
into the blade, and shear supports center the pitch case about the flexbeam.
The Kevlar blade is of wet filament wound tubular construction. This design
was shown analytically to have good dynamic characteristics and to be free from
aeroelastic instability.

'Ifhc structural integrity of the CFTR was established analytically and verified
b%' : Series of laboratory static and fatigue tests. The two critical areas tested
with Ciill-scale components were the flexbeam root-end and flexbeam/pitch case
at t~cir i nt are.t. In addition, numerous coupon tests were conducted to deter-
:itire th, physical, static, and fatigue properties of materials us;ed and the
strength of primary bonded joints.

Wind tunnel tests were successfully performed to verify the performance, loads,
arid dynamic characteristics of the CFTR for rotor speeds up to 100 percent of
desigti operating rotor speed and airspeeds up to 197 knots. A complete pitch
range was investigated in hover, low and high speed forward flight, and side-
slip conditions.



STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION /DESIGN RATIONALE

An exploded view of the CFTR is shown in Figure 1. This shows that the
spanwise axes of the blade-pair assembly are perpendicular to each other, and
i re separated axially so one flxbeam may cross over the other. The CFTR has
upper and lower hub plates which sandwich the blade-pair assembly. The hub
assembly is bolted to the tail rotor drive shaft. The flexbeam extends from
Station 50.4 of one blade, across the hub, to Station 50.4 of the opposite blade.
Bending and twisting motion of the flexbeam, between the edge of the hub and
the inboard end of the blade, provides the fundamental flap, lag, and torsional
motions of the rotor blades. The flexbeams are attached to the hub plates
through elastomeric shear (inplane) pads. These pads are bonded to the
flexbeam on one side and are mated to the hub through the clamping bolts.
The pitch case transmits pitch link (feathering) motion to the blade. The
laminated elastomeric pitch shear support aligns the pitch case with respect to
the flexbeam. The pitch horn is bolted to the trailing edge of the pitch case.

. The spanwise location of the pitch link attachment is designed for an effective
pitch-flap coupling ((S3) of -35 degrees (pitch down with flap up). The pitch
link is inclined to provide negative pitch-lag coupling (U4 positive: pitch up
with blade lag) . The CFTR diamoe(.- is Ii inches and its blade chord is

* " i I inches, which includes a trailing edge tab of 1. 1 inches. The blades have a
- NACA fHH-02 airfoil at the tip (Station 56.00), transitioning to a modified

17 percent thickness 1-11-02 airfoil at the root (Station 25.00). A detailed
description of each component follows:

UFLi-BEAM

Te flexbeam is the primary structural element that connects the two blades of
each blade-pair assembly to each other and to the rotor hub. The flexbeam,
snown in Figure 2. cxtend from Station 50.4 of each blade-pair, carrying the

::tule centrifugal force from blade to blade without transferring this load to the
" in . The flexbeam is tapered in thickness and in planform to minimize bending
si'esses and torsional stiffness. Further, the flexbeam is formed as a flat beam
th tt o;)erates in the untwisted condition when the blade is producing design
lthrust at _ 3/4 = 8 dJegrecs so that torsion stress within the flexbeam is mini-
r.. 4k (i. fP'h flexeAm is )uilt up of layers of S-2 glass/epoxy filaments
, ,,t., ed dle~ree to th,. Spanlwi-se axis. S-glass was selected for its good
,1 inz:, ;,''t lii. rtlatively high elongition, and low mnoc(iius of elasticity.

N fitw r orijntgItionl t' +of (l'.grees was ;elt-cted for its optimum fatigue strength
. , i, tor:ionl :iff ..s. tOne ply of 0/'90 degrete 10 tyle F '-glass fabric
*e',VteIF :jolfl 40tir't' , thI be flexbeam to aid in interlaminar shear transfer and
to pr(.,vihc iripact profl k(tion.



UPPER HUB AND FAIRING

PITCH SHEAR SUPPORT

TIPC CAPE

DRIVE SHAFT

.. -PITCH LINK

*~-*-SWASH PLATE

Figure 1. CFTR Assembly
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Ht U B

The hub, shown in Figure 3, consists of upper and lower hub plates which
sandwich the flexbeams between elastomeric shear pads. Each act of pads is
clamped between two load carrying beamlike structures; an upper hub plate
cross beam" and the "cross beam" stiffenL-r of the lower hub plate. These

beams carry shear loads due to prloadling and reaction loading of the pads to
support points on their ends. The pads themselves consist of an elastomeric
section sandwiched between two aluminum plates (Figure 4). The elastomeric
pads provide a soft mount between the flexbeam and the hub to minimize flex-
beam stresses. Four anchor bolts (two on each end of the shear pads) attach
the pads to the lower hub plate which carries all the reaction loads to the drive
shaft. The drive shaft flange is attached to the central pocket with four bolts.

PI VER HUB~

. ,Hd Ia AR I'AI)

RUSS K AM

lMS BEAM" SEAR PANEL
BRAULA SlIFFNkS

Figure 3. Hub Design

I"I

0 0

I ! I-t
tot

ELASTOMER
THIS SIDE BONDED TO FLEXBEAM

ALUMINUM PLATES

".Figure 4. Eliastomcric Shear Pads



in the flapwise direction, the flexbeam tr'an.fc'r's minimalI bun(inig mom 'nt locis
into the hub due to its tapered geometry and bendiqg withil the ilub. The,

• elastomer is preloaded 1t enSUre ihat it always has .t it .opnl)ressivc load.
All flap bending loads are transferred betwecn tht, flCxbearn adil hub through
conioression in the elastomer. The loads are transmitted by the upper hub
plate "cross beam" and the lower hub plate "cross beam" to the shear pan,-,;
braced stiffeners. These stiffeners are deep and therefore are structurliv
efficient in carrying the loads. The bolts for attaching the output shaft flange
to the lower hub plate are anchored at the intersection of these stiffeners with
the central pocket. This results in the shortest possible load path.

Three predominant chordwise loads are encountered. The first is the steady
driving torque which is reacted by the elastc -r in shear. The other two
result from Coriolis forces. The hollow hub alkows the 1/rev Coriolis bending
moment loads to be carried in the flexbeam instead of being transferred into the
hub. The 2-rev Coriolis moments result in the inplane scissors S-type motion
in which the adjacent blades work against each other as shown in the lower
,ketch of Figur,, 5. In this case, the loadls are takern in shear through the
clastomers and through short load paths across the corners of the hub.

........ ~ ] ...... [A~llgfl ) f! BE[AM t H4F1,I{ 4. S)IwN1,I J ~ ~ ' F It~ i[ 4, (Ifdlg(,i 
-, 

%1 RI AM It ,oil I lAIIlN.

FLASYOWRI All (JVS FlFXFFAM R[Nt'INC

'~~ A 'lADS REFMAIN INHEIL'AAM MINIMAi 1,1ANSiiR Ill IR

AAD

/ INTIP l" PA1,14W I 'II'S W I(1A b -'A 'A,

HtASII'M11 '. AMl' 5 SY M0l uN

I igurc 5. flub Design Criteria

PI i;l CASE

The pitch case is a wet filamen1t WOIfi( 441 degree S- 2 glass /epoxy hollow
structure that fits atroundl, and is bonded to, th10 fleX beam. In board of the

* ~blade root, the p~itch case enlarges to give the' Ilexbearn su~ifficien t clearance to
twist as the blade feathers (Figure 6~) The pitch case tapers ini the spanwiseW

*"0.
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LL
PITCH

SHBISHEAR
" SUPPORT

PITCH HORN (SNUBBER)03 - " 350

EFFECTIVE FLAPPING HINGEBFOR CONTROL GEOMETRY . - .,

* FLEXBEAM BLADEPITCH CASE
ELASTOMERIC HUB PITCH SHEAR BLADE

SHEAR PADS SUPPORT ROOT CAP

HUB (SNUBBER). ,!_. _.>.

-",-. '"FLEXBEAM BLADE

MINIMAL
PITCH CENTERING MINIMAL PITCH SHEAR SUPPORT

EFFECTIVE FLAPPING HINGE CASE REQUIRED INDUCED BENDING MOMENT IN
FOR CONTROL GEOMETRY PITCH CASE BLADE ROOT

Figure 6. CFTR Blade Root Geometry

Giection to reduce the flapwise stiffness but without sacrificing torsional
rigidity. This minimizes the bending moment in the pitch case/blade root
attachment induced by the pitch shear support. Near the inboard end of the
pitch case, a hoop-wound stiffening ring provides the strength required to
support the pitch horn and react th, elastomeric snubber loads.

\r aluminum pitch horn, to which the pitch link attaches, is located at the
trailing edge of the pitch case near its inboard end, with its spanwise location
selcted to define the desired .i 3 angle (Figure 6) and the pitch/flap coupling
ratio for the rotor. The pitch horn is both bonded and bolted to the pitch case.

i:1c spanwise balance weight is located on the top and bottom of the pitch case
at its root end (Station 9.80) . This location results in reduced feathering

. controJ loads due to the "tenriis racquet" effect. Also, tip baiance weights have
bt-,,ri , liminated, resulting in a simpler tip design without a tip weight attach-
.,,L fitting. Since the fundamental dynarr;c effect is an increased first C-mode

ciil' irdwise frequency, the removal of the tip weight is beneficial in separating

the first flap and the first chord frequencies.

FT.EXBEAM/PI'T'Ctt CASE A'TTACHME NT

A critical structuiral area for load transfer is at the root end of the blade.
It is here that I'lapwioe and torsion bendin. moments are transferred from the



b'iade to the pitch case, and that the chordwise bending moments and Lhe
remaining centrifugal force of the blade is dumped into the flexbeam. A bonded
jont was selected for its structural efficiency and because it eliminates the
induced stress concentration inherent in mechanical fastening of composite
structure.

Thtu Stacking sequence of the flexbeam/pitch case doubler, pictured in
Fit ure 7, consists of plies of NARMCO 5216 epoxy-preimpregnated unidirec-
tional S-2 glass tape (the same used in the flexbeam) and NARMCO 5216
prcimpregnated E-glass fabric. The axial, bending, and shear stiffnesses were
dlesign t.- to be equal to thc original pitch case (see page 15 for more details)
In addition to these doublers, a longo bundle, consisting of S-2 unidirectional
glass!5216 epoxy prepreg, extends from the inside surface of the pitch case
onto each side of the flexbearn and serves to increase chordwise stiffness.

*. PITCH LINK

Tihe pitch link is attached to the trailing edge of the pitch case. For the design
value of negative pitch-flap coupling ( .3 = -35 degrees), the blade soanwise
pitch horn attachment point is well inboard, resulting in a small swashplate and
a compact design. In addition, the direction of the pitch link load is the same
as that of the rotor thrust, thus reducing the flexbeam flap shear load.
Dynamically, because of the inboard attachmcrit of a trailing edge pitch link,
the second flap frequency is much higher than it would be for a leading edge
attachment. This is very important in raising the second flap frequency above
and maintaining good separation from 3/rev. As shown in Figure 1, the pitch
link is inclined radiaily inwards from the swashplate in the pitch horn at an
an gie o 70 degrees to the hub plane. This induces kinematic pitch-fi,,l-lag
coupling to improve the (C-mode) first inplane damping at high collective pitch
st-ttings.

,-NUB BE R

Th, elastomeric snubber is a laminated metal /elastomr bearing that is stiff with
respi,,c to rdiat loading, but soft in torsion and inplane shear. it centers the
pit:e> ca ,e with respect to the flexbcam. Its spanwise location is kept well
oti bo;rd, beyond tie region of maximum flap bending curvature in the flex-
bear. f'his minimizes the rotational deflection of the pitch case relative to the

he n ;s seen in the lower view of Figure 5 and so minimizes snubber-induced
. w indinL moments at the point where the pitch case, flexbcam, ;ind bladc join t

til. b.id' root. 'he. sntll)ter is located on the flexbeam with oin aluiminun
lie;irirji retainer. wil h i- bonded 1o the fletxbe-im with a p)a.-tir l(iilesive.
A , )b spact r i.s placed b(Atweern the snubber and itch case (l'igue,, 8) to
ITta11 lil .1 t.t co lrt)r .. siOii it all times in the sruli)cer. which i.; n 'dcdI to
pr,,cit thet bcaring r.lairc'r from (is)on(lint duel to the relativ(, motions o: It'
I)itctI cas"e allo ftxb( -.kill.

8
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Figure 8. Snubber Installation

BLADE

I',c primary material for the blade structure is Kevlar-49 impregnated with
APCO 2434/2347 epoxy resin system. Kevlar-49 was selected from among the
other composite reinforcing fibers for its high strength and modulus combined
with lightweight and superior toughness. Its tensile strength is equivalent to

• glass and graphite, and its modulus is about 25 percent higher than
glass. Its density is lower than graphite and glass. Impact strength far
exceeds that of graphite and is superior to glass. Furthermore, Kevlar-49 can
be .asily processed with wet filament winding. The APCO 2434/2347 epoxy
'(sin system posstesses good wetting characteristics for Kevlar-49 fibers.
It,, long pot life and low viscosity are excellent for filament winding applications.

Tl,,c airfoil-shaped blade section is a multitubular Kevlar-opoxy structure that
is bonded around the flexbeam as Figure 91 shows. The blade has a -q degree
twist, and is positioned about the flexbeam so that when the flexbcam is
tuntwisted, the blade pitch angle at 3/4-radius is 8 degrees. The orientation
oi the fiexbeam with respect to the blade chord at different radial stations is
,hown in Figure 10.

Each spar tube is individually wet filament wound with +45 degree Kevl.ar-49
roving and has a wall thickness of 0.036 inch. The outer skin is one continu-
ou- pitce of 0.036 inch thick WFW Kevlar-49 which provides a major portion of
thc blade torsional stiffness. Its ply sequence is (±45, 90, ±45), with
90 degrees being in the chordwise direction. A C-channel rib and unidirec-
tional graphite strips, bonded to the inside surface of the outer skin, are
added to increase the chordwise stiffness of the aft airfoil region. The inner

l0
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HADIAL STATION (/FH)

0.13 (EDGE OF HUBI

K i-- .~ \0.41
180 i (BLADE ROOT)

0.20

0.27

/" \. " -+11 :13 ° .-0 - J

0.75 (R 3i4)

8°

0.32 50 5.7o

.( 5. 1.00 (TIP)

Figure 10. Blade/Pitch Case/Flexbeam Cross Sections

skin is one ply of Kevlar fabric on the lower blade surface that is used only to
:acilitate the blade assembly process.

The leading edge balance weight consists of fifty-six stainless steel rods,
3/32 inch diameter, which are imbedded in milled fibers/epoxy. The multiple
rod molded construction eliminates machining because the small diameter rods
are flexible and easily conform to the twisted contour of the leading edge weight
mold. The leading edge balance weight spans from Station 39.0 to Station 50.5,
and provides chordwise balance. As in the existing metal tail rotor on the
Ali- 64, the chordwise cg of the CFTR blade has been located at 35 percent
chord to reduce the weight of the blade and the "tennis racquet ' loads on the
control system. Ballistic damage considerations, however, require the rotor to
b.. s. :l1ble with a failed pitch link. This condition has been satisfied by stabiliz-
inz 'h,, coupled pitch-flap mode with a leading edge weight on the outboard
.- :,rt1, of the blade. The rods do not extend to the tip because of the requir,-
:.;ent that the outer 10 percent of the blade may be removed due to ballistic or
im-,,ct damatge without causing a catastrophic failure of the blade from a high
ct rciutl force imbalance. The cavity not occupied by the leading edge
lx:re. c. e ight is filled with urethane foam.

v .,r n L il(d tip caps close the ends of the blade section and serve as ribs to
I v) torsion loads. A Kevlar-49 fairing extends the airfoil-sh,ned section

Ii;1tJtICA from tlle blade ruot as Figure 1 shows. Its primary function is to prt..
v,,rt ice. accumulation againtst the root cap during flight, and secondarily to
[owe jerud vn;mi c pterformance. An electrothermal deicing .. ,ement simil;tr to
t,. (_,.t irieorporat,.(l in the AH-04 metal tail rotor blade is bonded onto the lead-
irzt). l,.;e, of the. blth . It is covered by a stainiless steel backing strip) and poly-

r' thalle cr0s1orl st rip. I lh pun rpose of the stainless steel strip is to provide
blade h..idillu dIL e, It-()tttion in thc high wear region in the event of premature
llre'thane dlami.. I h,_ mlyur2thali strip has the Icature that it may be repti red
or replaced in the liId )be ore erosion becomes critiual.

I 2



DESIGN REFINEIMENT

DESIGN GROUND RULES

- The criteria and requirements that directly influenced the CFTR design are as
- foliows:

1. Adopt rotor blade external geometric properties for optimum
performance for the growth GE-T700 engines.

2. Design for compatible dynamic operation on the AH-64.

3. Design, as a minimum, to existing metal tail rotor blade reliability
and maintainability require!me1ts. Place strong emphasis on a
high level of field repairability.

4. Select and use nonmetallic structural filaments stabilized in an
epoxy matrix to the maximum practical extent.

5. Design for a fatigue life of 4500 operating hours.

6. Design every part to be invulnerable to a tumbled 12.7 API
projectile strike. The CFTR shall be capable of continued safe
operating 30 minutes after the strike.

7. Critical design loads are presented in Loads and Analysis,
page 20.

G[.OMETRY COMPARISON

Significant differences in geometry between the metal tail rotor and the CFTR
arc discussed below.

1. Azimuth blade spacing is 55 degrees for the metal tail rotor and
90 degrees for the CFTR, as shown in Figure 11. The 55 degree
configuration was originally chosen to minimize disassembly for
air transportability. However, stretched version of the C-141
transport no longer requires a folding tail boom and 55 degree
tail rotor.

2. The axial spacing between CFTR blade-pairs is 0.65 inch compared
to the 4.90 inch spacing of the double teetering metal tail rotor.
The 55 degree spacing of the metal blades required enough
axial separation to avoid blade/pitch horn interference. The
90 degree spacing allows closely stacked flexbeams and a more
corpaltct hub design.

13



55'0o

METAL TAIL ROTOR CFTR

Figure 11. Blade Orientation

3. The pitch horn attacnment was changed from the leading edge
as in the case of the metal rotor to the trailing edge for the
CFTR. This change assured positive stability over the collective
pitch range and eliminated a 3/rev resonance in the second
chordwise bending mode. However, when installed on the AH-64,
the CFTR would require a reversing mechanism in the tail rotor
control system.

4. The diameter and chord of the CFTR was increased to 112 inches
and 11 inches, respectively, from the Phase II metal tail rotor
diameter of 110 inches and chord of 10 inches. This change was
made to provide increased tail rotor thrust for controllability of
AH-64 with the growth T700 engines.

ligher control loads result from a larger rotor, which would have been incom-
patible with the tail rotor control system. So the existing NACA 633414 airfoil
v;,s changed to an tIH-02 section at the tip, varying linearly to a similar
17 pe-cent thick airfoil at the root. At the same time, the tab angle was
chinged from +( degrees (trailing edge dowrn) to 0 degrees. The combined
* r,.:l. was acceptable control loads and an improved controllability coiling.

*O VLI, bE7 1 .AM

'Tlhe initial desi gr of the flexbeam called for the termination of the 6 ±5 degree
S-2 gla5,, plies within the laminate, rather than at the surface. The reason was
to keep fiber terminations away from the maximum bending stresses and thus
prevent peoling. Flexbeams with this configuration were used in the initial

14
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* l round-air-ground fatigue and static tension tests, which are dciscrihed below
in Flexbeam/Pitch Case Attachment section. lowevt'r, based 01 tohe. r t',il
of the blade tension test, it was decided to fabricate the t'lex beim with a p ro
preg to ensure better resin content control, fiber alignment, and laminate
quality.

• Sccondiy, the ply stackup was chainged so that the plies terminated at the
surface. in this way , the centrifugal force of the blade would transfer in shor
to numerous plies instead( of a single full length ply. The length of the flex-
ic,tm wgas shortened from tip--to-tip of each blade (station 56.0) to station 50.4.

hti e outboard end of the leading edge rods are located. It was determinkd
'llat the fiexbearn was not needed beyond station 50.4, thus saving some w%,eight
in the highest CF area of the blade.

FLEXBEAM/PITCH CASE ATTACHMENT

The initial design of the pitch case/flexbeam attachment area is shown in
Figure 12. The precured pitch case structure extended into the blade to
Stitjon 29.00. The four linear inches of contact area between the pitch case
,[lIf( tlexbeam was bonded with high temperature film adhesive. However, it was
not ;)ossible to apply even vacuum bap pressure to the adhesive joint during
cure, due to the stiff, closed section of the pitchcase outboard end. Conse-

-~ quently, the reliability and repeatability of joint strength remained in question.

This attachment design was tested in the blade static tension test specimen.
The object of the test, which was conducted in fall of 1980, was to determine
the, location and mode of failure of the CFTR when subjected to ultimate tensile

* (CF) loads. Aluminum spool littings were bonded to the blades with a Kevlar
doubler to allow introduction of tension loads. Estimated ultimate load was

100 pounds, but the Specimen failed at 24, 900 pounds, or 65 percenit of
ultimate. The flexbeam had been pulled out of the blade, leaving several outer
l;ivers bonded to the spartubes.

" b;, ,ed on this result, a redesign of the flexbeam/pitch case attachment area was
ini:tigated, the result of which is shown in Figure 12. The precured pitch case
h.ias been terminated at Station 25.75 and is attached to the flexbeam with a
doubler of ±45 and 0 degree S-2 glass plies. Axial, bending, and shear
-;tift'n(-sses were designed to be the same as the original pitch case. Further
(iLttaiiti arte provided in Structural Description, page 7.

P1 'CII IIORN

"lk. !nil l1 hlorll w;1in iflitially (lesiglned with ;I single lug pitch link itt;chinctl,
. locclt(l ,n tlet lehel( in cenrte'rline- as shown in Figure 13. It was re(alized (luring

. kitwi it'ic studty Ihat all interference existed between the pitch horn and the
lower ihu b at high negative. coll,,ctive pitch angles. As a result. the design was

changed to eliminate the interference, and at the same time a double lug pitch
* link attachment was added to eliminate bolt bending. This final design is seen

in Figure 13.

15
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Figure 12. Flexbeam/Pitch Case Attachment Design Refinement

- BALLISTIC PROTECTION

A qualitative vulnerability study was performed comparing the current design
wI the CFTR with the baseline AH-64A metal design. The vulnerable area due
-o impacts by 12.7mm API projectiles may be totally eliminated upon validation of
the fle:.beam detail design. If so, an invulnerable tail rotor would decrease the
vulner:tble area of each ship due to the 12.7mm API threat by 16 percent com-
pared to the baseline design. The vulnerability attributed to the 23mm HEI
thre,,t can be expected to decrease by a minimum of 10 percent due primarily to
the less critical blade balance weight location on the pitch case rather than at
ti,(J tip on the metal tail rotor.

I (W ,jor portion of the vuiihwrabli, area reduction would be accomplished by
it-',wst ration th 1 t the 1letx beam within the hub area is tolerant to the worst

t.-;e peneitration damage of' an armor piercing projectile. DuIC to the hub design
-I €)o th compopsit,' tail rotor, parts or all of the swashplatc assembly are not

!) lis tical ly critical. "'Fh , blades are also invulnerable due to its large siz"
effet I. The pitch ;inks are lightweight members designed only for flight loads -

API strike loads are not considered. It has been demonstrated with flexbeam
rotors that when a pitch link breaks, its blade twists back to near zero lift
condition and remains stable. Hence, armored pitch iinks are not necessary.

If
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lIGHTNNG PROFIKC1ION-

-he criteria applied in the design for lightning protection of the C°R in(buded
t' ooIllow in i g round rules:

* Repairable damage from strikes up to 50,000 amperes

* Ability to return to base after 200,000 amperes strike

* No significant cost penalty

* No significant weight penalty

Ligt~nigtests condlucte(I by Hil11 i., part ol an MRAD conmpany ftundld program,
o:1 t. di). c:i Ic comnt.en ts em p rt sentin g rotor hI adU es a rd fuselaige structure'(,
1_aibr la tcd from K ev Ia r, glass and( graph itt, epoxy materials haVe establIishedi an
L1i1t'1'tt:1ding OF the effect: of' lightning on composite str-ICuIC. Figures l]4
cl al I show the e ffect oft lightning strike on arn all graphite/epoxy blade arnd

Of! c KL'% ar- graphite /epoxy hybrid blade. In the case of a structure fabricated
from nuonconiductive material such as glass or Keviar, strikes will circumvent
Ife -;t r-tare eve rihen placing the electrode almost in direct contact withn the

SICrU. ILIare so~rlace. However, the conductive, material buried within the struc-
tureL. such Its balance weights, attract lightning, and if not properly grounded
%%ll cause si S i L lica int clmage.

With the exception of the leading edge steel rods balance weights and the steel
ero0sion strip) the CFTR is completely nonconductive. Therefore, it was
recoflmnded that no additional protective material such as metallized wire mesh

ceebh reqluired for lightning protection. All metallic materials substructure
a,,u s the balance weights and backing strip will be properly grounded to the

Ir

H~OSC)NPRO'1'1-C I ION

P'dLy ifrethane wa s selected to protect the CFTR leading edge from sand and rain
:Wfor the following reasons.

I. Although its resistance to rain is poor relative to nic',cl (zanother
good anti-erosion material) , an inordinate amount of rain for an
unusuially iong period of time is required for erosion to occur.

The cost per blade is small.

3.It --in bem repaired or replaced easily.

i. t is tised( sticcessfully on the Cl--53 main and tail rotors and
'A ~- ,m~lWG- I I main rotor blade.,.

hi flte tvent it o prtrm~rt e- loss of the polytiret hane Strip, a1 preformIerIC
0t.01: , ich -t;ll55ae 1rnip was aidded b~elow it Only hii th, igh crosioei

* ~ ~ .itrati. tiritbicird arc.( of, fit-m le1dling edigt. bet \V(et stinttions tan i.(

I
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LOADS AND ANALYSIS

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

This section contains a summary of the analytical static and fatigue suhstarnis'tion
of the AH-64 CFTR system, and includes design criteria, material allowables,
caiculated minimum margins of safety, and summary analyses of structurally
critical areas. Based on this analysis, there will be no failure at ultimate loads

.5 x imit load), negligible permanent set under limit load, and the f lftigue li-
will bc equal to or greater than 4500 hours, the design life of tne AH-64.
in addition, with a critical structural element failed (e*g. , one bolt in zi 4 h,,o"

- joint) the CFTR will be capable of taking limit loads as ultimate, without further
failure.

Design Loads

The design loads shown in Table I were calculated from the Ail 64 flight
spectrum. The unbalancen blade strike load of 2395 pounds is derived from
the condition whereby tne outer 10 rercent of one blade is sheared off.
This load was minimized by terminating the steel leading edge rods at blade
station 50.4, which is 90 percent of the blade radius.

" Vulnerability, ground, and weapons blast loads are relatively small and did not

' influence the design.

Material and Section Properties

• '- "'The atatic, mechanical, and physical properties of ±5 degree S-2 lass/e')<,Y y
anld unidirectional Kevlar/epoxy. the two primary composite materials WO th,
Ci'TR , are provided in Table 2. Tension and shear fatigue allowables wUre
obtai ewd from 1tHI test data, published data, and the construction of (Goodm.,
dialgramns

1Figu,re 16 is a graph of the axial, flapwise, chordwise, and torsional stiffnesscs
of the flexbeam. Pitch case stiffnesses are shown in Figures 17 and IS.
131ade axial, flapwise, chordwise, and torsional stiffnesses are plotted in
Figures 19 through 22, respectively.

Miniri ,m Margins of Safety

i A listing of analyzed components and associated minimum margins of _afetv are
provided in Table 3. The margin of safety for both metallic and composite parts
is based on ultimate loads, which are 1.5 times limit load, The most criticai
arta is the flexbeam/pitch case joint, with a static margin of safety of 0.0) and
fatigue margin of 0.02.

20
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'iABi1IL 2. (,M I( )S I Ti M ATI.R iAI,
STA 'IC PROPERTIES

F S ( ass K'vIa r
PI p"t lf' }.0 jvI' F 0.55

F \t u (p i) 100, h I0 178,750

V" ( i)<i) "',. uutut 3, :
yll

: (psi) 127,270 38,500

F ('si) 37,010 2,820
yu

F (psi) 15,140 1,410x,

F , (ps ) ,000 8,000
:51.1

6 '

6 6
i (i.i) 2.25b x 10 0.785 x 10

G (psi) 0.721 x 10 0.235 x 100xyV

I(Ni) 0.293 0.279

(ND) 0.0866 0.021i yx

(lb/in. 0.0705 0.0474

LFibcr volume ratio

22
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TABI,: 3. MINIMIAM MARGINS OF" SAv'EtY

(oiiponent C riteria * I,uc,,tion 1udi MS

S Station 27.0 Tension in th. LE Skin 0. 05
Blade -

F Station 27.0 '1 ension in the LE Skin G. 5

S Station 25.0 Combind Axial and 0.61
BendingT itc h C ,:tS C . . . .. .... ... . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . ..

F Station 25.0 Comincd Axiai and q.45
Bending

S i Station 6.25 Compression in the 0.01
! x)imCorner -

F Station 6. 25 Tension in the Corne 1 0.Th

S Bottom Hub Plate Tension Preload on (. 24
Bolts

F Bottom of the Bending 0.45

I-lub Plate

0 S Lug Tension 0. 53
"I'itch n-orn

' F Channel Torsion U. 46

S Pitch Rod Combined Bending 0. -

and Buckling
(B e~tm CoIlumn)

.[ [: ~Pitch R~odl Bon iel endi.g I .4.

(Beaim Column)

"6 S Hub Attachment " Tcnsion m Atl ach. 0. ;4
Bolts bek, wt'(r tiU)

S t tand Shait

F Tube Section Comtbin.d \ x id 0. .1
i h 'tnlwinv  n w' I ,(rslwo

*l - .. . . .. .. . .. ... i.. .. ..

Static
- f-'tigu ,- - - - - -2

II



TABLE 3. MINIMU'M MARGINS OF SAFETY (CONT)

Corponen t Critei S Location Loading N- S

Static Stations 24.0- Shear in Rib

oRib rFatiguie -Stations 24.0- t Shear ill Rib FLa1n1,e 0.1')

25.0 Bond

S Statiorts 25.0- 'Shea r 0. I
-9.5I

! b C a s e .. . . ... . . ..-... . . .. . . .. . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _- --
Joint [F Stations 25.0- Shear 0.02

I29.0

S Near Drive Link Combined Bending, 1.69
S- R,ating Holes and Axial

SvshAsh _

F Near Drive Link Combined Bending 0. ,
----- Holes and Axial

S Inner Bearing Bending 2.71

H---~~ AreaBedn
k''.- ti

St F Innr Bearing Bending

Area I

A.nalysis

Ic'u ,c;:, was designod to carry the maximum static and fatiguc flapwis c
,',,t torsio, and centrifugal force loads. Stresses from these loads were

%.. . ,, in by superposition at several critical locations. The critical design
,( . ,dt .ons are shown in Table 1 as the limit (power or) maneaver and fatigue

i ' t static flapwise bending and shear loads were calculated with the aid of
a e r ,ram using the moo el shown in Figure 23.

" '. , ' lord,'ilse be,ndo. ;,)tds were found by adding all injv,inc bending
tw ,,if !)out Station 25.0, -;' ,,,vn in Figures '4 and 25.

. 2 5
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.,,tydcaI xpression for c}1ordwise bending moment along tlhl. f,.,xhoam is

V 2 25, 9 -6 ( + 7, 8)9 (Maximum Static)

V,. 'i (ombin0fs toe Cort( if cfl'ct fO-LdS and the total moment due to c 1 rifiugal
, l :d in which R is the racial distnce from the blade rotation axis.

e. I - , v, ci Iculaled using the following expression:

in. b - - = 1,000 170 in.2- 1
, ) 129.74 °

v ,,:' -he a::l,,Unt of static limit twist in degrees at St ition 25.0 and
i. i k culnullIi e chan)gc in twist along the flexbeam Fhe torsional shear

- t ... t . , is

I" _

,tt

<'- .l ' ' . 1 . si),Lkpc factor.
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ccitic-1l combination of static stresses is at point I (above) at Station 6. 25
I:i cONmpression, such that

t f I + f f,
C B31' BC 'F

C 1])4,JS + 15, 807-- t,462 = JII,163 psi

C - 127,270 psi (R(eftur't-ncc 'able 2)

MS =(0.90)127,270 _ -- 0.03111,163 - -

iiade Analysis Summary

Th. bi,,de was analyzed at Station 27.00 (critical) for maximum static tension,
static compression, and alternating loads. Material allowables were determined
,,th the rule-of-mixturCs method at various sections around the blade section.
is shown in Figure 26.

'I i,' s tatic tension stress at . n point is

t Z -M --- + C - ,
(E ifc f U." U f



0.036 0.056 t 0.132
F 1,602.460 E - 1,271,505 E 4,275,741 '6

-- 06E = 1,602,460

4 -:133 : .3

- 1,602,460 E 4,275.741

Figure 26. Blade Section Joint Detail Breakdown

I 2 i.> r oti between points l and 53 (critical),

56 5 5 (F tu /450Kevlar) + 16.7% (F tu 900 Kevlar)

0. 33(14, 477) + 0.16"(0) = 12,064 psi

E -12,064 0.05
-E = -5 1-0.05

... 1.5 f 11,481 . ..

0.3 t 0.3

Fi.'grc ( 26as t a S Suemn iry Jon alaBseks

' a, i . b;pitch cnsc int, located between blade stations 25.00 and .Y.50

f tu 1'~ 27

!, '.r I)" !,.m;Iti(t l m , rt- 27, wa; nalvz,(ld for bond( shear dtue to le',i1
tl. I , ,.,, cc iiig . chw(lV'Is, bending, and cu, trifugal fore., from the blad, Lad

1 1C I b,-tweeN the' spar tube and flexbeam outboard of the flexbeam /pitch
cas e joint was also analyzed for bond shear, but stresses were relatively small.
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". [ , " c ho-(lwvist flomfti1t, it w;ts asstLrm d for all plancs that

MCQ = McQ MC 0  MC® = 0.25 Mc

*f (Max) M (3a + 1. 8b) 0 024 0 Rf ,p.14 ae4
s ~~CQ a 2 b 2  

.24 c(e.3 .14 e4

%khci-k- h t *., d artc the length (4.5 inches) and width (3.35 inches) ol the bond
a' a t't V, j)tctively.

For pitch -se centrifugatl force,

ld f CF Pitch Caseso SO 2A

For blade centrifugal force, the blade load on the joint is

P W P @ Sta 25-P flexbeam @ Sta 29.5

- (CFflex1 1 am (0 Sta 2). flexbeam 0 Sta 25)

14,416 - 8,000 - (1.371 - 1,040) -z 6,082 lb

1blace

S 2A

0O

0



V. , thove shear --tresses dlue to flapwise bending, chordwise bending, and
c'1tntri fu gal force's were added for each loadl condition and bond plazne.
'Ihi critical static condition at 1403 rpm was shown to be adequate.

F
su 1200)- 00
Sf 1103

C h( i ica I ftt iguje Con dit ion "Was- also f ;c to te de(UAte.

Pit- C~icSumnmary AnaIY s is

* Yi(e pitch cas wa t an;l WI M ZCd at StiAtion 25. 00 under bending and axiai
loadfs, at the inboard ring under snubber ioads, and on the fiat portions to

- (determine buckling strength.

k- 1'7 liexbeam /pitch case doubler at Station 25. 00, shown in Figure 28, is loaded
inP flap-wisc bending by the snubber connection at Station 9.80.

STA 9.80

VF

* ~'ig i.rw ~ Pitch Case Chordwisc Loads



'1 +K ,

snubber pitch case - (68.4 + 1251.4) x io6

- 1 1" was determined graphically to be 3.50 and K is the deflection rate.

P-- , 75Y. 7(0. 350) = 265. 3 Ib

S , ,St 12 Sti .7) : 265.3 (25 - 9.7) 4059 in.-Ih

I ' . , 11v x , x 1.5 ) 0 x 0.2731 x 1.5 19,501 psi

'.r ,5 ply is the distance from the neutral axis to the outermost
dc i('~c ply.

hordwise bending and axial stresses are drived from the centrifugal force ofth,, pitcn link, pitch horn, and pitch case, as shown in Figure 29.

PL

43/ 
i0 

980 

5

Fi gtUt- , !9. Pitlh Cauc Chordwise Loads9o



A

M F 4 50 glass 42,430
fF + f + fA 19,501 + 8,668 + 3,010

0.35

MASS PROPERTIES

A computer-aided analysis of the mass properties of the CFTR was prepared to
determine the weight and weight distribution of components and assemblieF,
centrifugal force at design rotor speed, moments of inertia about three axes,
,nd ce.nters (f gravity. The results were used in both the stress and acro-
cL~i~tic~t analyses.

A calculated weight comparison is provided in Table 4, which shows that the
CFTR assembly will save 0.5 pound over the metal tail rotor.

TABLE 4. CALCULATED WEIGHT COMPARISON

Metal Tail Rotor CFTR Weight
Weight Weight IDifference5 Item (pounds) (pounds) (pounds)

Tail Rotor Blades (4) 55.1 54.2 -0.9

' ail Rotor lub Assy 40.3 29.1 -I 1.-

Drive System (partial) 5.7 15.2 +).5

Flight Controls (partial) 24.0 26.1 +2.1

TOTAL 125.1 124.6 -0.5

A ?ia,. properties summary of the blade is shown in Table 5. Definition of
terminoloj y and reference planes is shown in Figure 30. The centrifugal force
di,itribution is shown in Figure 31, while the weight distribution is shown in
1'itzur 32.

%t niaii wights of th( two wind tunnel test blade-pairs. with and without flip-
wi;, ballince weights (7- 1 1422531) requir(ed for static balance, were obtaini (i
,Irid ire cornf);lrcd in Table 6 with the calculated weights.
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'IAI3LIK -. lsI1 \DL MA.S S( MMARY

Slncldcd if, d~i01

ill Wcig1ht ;In Vvci 'ht t;, 7. i
Dist ribution 1Diszribution t o 11)

ili (c''ipounds) 10.93) 2.29 1 1 3.2

'GX> (inches) -0. 1") + I . S- +0. 17

Y B (i, nches) 29.44 5. 8 S 58

ZR(inches) --0.06 +0.41 (. ±.

o! W iade 2
LuO t P(otitioti Axis (lb-in. t 1,'o8 . 207 12,2u.05

t. ~ngXiiof i3iside
I')(IP" A ,~rn~!xis (11-in. S97~ I

1 )1 Mil of Biade
tUimit Axis thru Hub U(I-)-in . 11,937

n r ualForce on
-i® t i403 RPM (pounds) 17,984 1.169) vi, 153

Yoi'LL oIu of Inertia
:Iu'.,t txsttnru Hub (lb-in . 2 -4.5+60 13

LOWJER SURFACE

L

C AXIS

,AXI

igu~ire i(J. Mass Proporty Axis Orien-tation
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TABLE 6. BLADE-PAIR S/N 1005
AND S/N 1006 ACTUAL VERSUS

CALCULATED WEIGHT
COMPARISON

Bladc-Pair Serial Number 1005 1006

Blade-pair without weights 30.09 30.16

Balance weights 1.31 0.91

Total weight, pounds 31.40 31.07

j Calculated weight* 30.2 30.2

Difference 1.2 0.87

Percent difference 4.0 2.9 °

*Includes 2 pounds (estimate) of balance
weignts.

AEROMECHANICS ANALYSIS

I 1nc ,,,riechanics analysis was conducted to determine the aeroelastic stability
hr',cteristics and blade loads for the CFTR. The analytical studies considered

steady and maneuvering flight conditions representative of the production AH-64
[ii;gt spectrum. The CFTR was shown to have good dynamic characteristics and

to he,, frtce Crom aeroelastic instability throughout the compiete collective pitch
ringe of -14 to +27 degrees, at rotor speeds up to 130 percent NR, and at
airspeeCs up to 197 knots. Good dyn.imic characteristics and adequate stability
;nargins are also projected during the most severe maneuvers within the AH-64
: ;grlt spectrum. Blade loads defined during these maneuvers are shown to be
wvthi design allowables and the load limits specified for the Wind Tunnel Test.

.i;, ('L 1iR bitde model con sits of three structural elements: flexbeam, pitch
e;9 I. i blade. TI- fle', ieaw (Station 6.25-2 ) is represented by four struc-
trn ci~ieills, the bltde (Station 25-56) by five and the pitch case

(St.fiorl .7-25) bv two irl och of 5 clegrees of frecdom. The overall model
i, sho',i in Figure 33, including the orient.ation of the degrecs of freedom:

,'1d (lip), and X (chord) and ) (torsion). 'The attachment point of the
* -c t, ructura! ,lemcnt.; tit Station 25 is modeled suclh that the flexbear, pitch

.9
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figure 33. (ATR Aeromechanics moceo

cI,, ndi the blide have identical deflection in all degrees of freedom, along with
lo;,c .diiancc between the three structures. The pitch case root end is attached
t, ti flexb,.,am at Station 9.8 through the structural properties of the snubbec.
' I il motion of the pitch link/pitch horn attachment is governed by constraint
rt lionships to the motion of pitch case root end. The flexbeam-hub attach-
mtrnt, the mast and drive system flexibility and the control system are modeled
61ilcflrcntly for reactionless, cyclic and collective boundary conditions.
As an e-xample, Figure 34 shows blade root model of the flapwise rotations
corresponding to the reactionless boundary condition. The assumptions and
i'T,-tions of these boundary conditions follow.

in he rc;tionless or "scissors" (S-mode) inplane boundary condition, which is
sltown pictorially in Figure 35, the steady and 2 /rev inplane shear and bending
mon,,-nts are reacted through the elastomeric hub shear pads. The stiffness a'-,d
,Ia:a;inr gof the shear pads provide the hub restraint for blade chordwise motion.

,f,'pPing the flexbeam root end boundary condition requires zero linear
d1t1;,,ctionl at the shear pad support with angular deflection corresponding to the
.- ,t.; :ns ot the flexbeam within the hub. The flexbeam is grounded at the sh,ar

* -).i, ;or torsion. The control system model includes the mass and stiffness of
.... ,- orn, pitch :ink and swashplate arm. The hub is fixed for the

,. 1 01;less boundlary conditions.

I ]. vclic or C-mode boundary condition, shown in Figure 35, the I/rc'y'
i<.i..., bending moments are contained within the flexbcam in the carry-through

! ,onstirction and not reacted through the hub shear pads and the hub.
hub support flexibility is modeled by a finite element with equivalent

st: ''.,_ss and mass at the hub. The coupling between the hub motion and blade
fL,,tthering due to swashplatc, motion is included. The kinematic flap-lag-torsion
coupling due to pitch link/pitch horn spanwise and chordwise location and pitch
Slnk inclin ation i, al so included.

6A
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E9U + 78
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Figure 34. Basic DART Model, 3 (Sta 0-25)

. I/REV CORIOLIS CHORDWISE "C" MODE

- ELASTOMER ALLOWS FLEXBEAM BENDING
LOADS REMAIN IN FLEXBEAM -. MINIMAL

A IX TRANSFER TO HUB

* 2/REV CORIOLIS - CHORDWISE "S" MODE

- INTER BLADE-PAIR LOADS- SHORT
LOAD PATH

- FLASTOMER DAMPS SCISSORS MOTION

Figure 35. Reactionless and Cyclic Boundary
Conditions

Ihe" difference between the collective and reactionless boundary conditions is in
the model for the control system and drive system. The drive system torsional
flexibility is represented by its flexibility in the blade inplane structural model
at the hub. The control system stiffness is reflected by the structure from the
tail rotor actuators to the pitch horn. The effective mass of the swashplate
assUmbly has a significant influence on the first torsion frequency. Lateral
bending of the tail boom is included as an effective stiffness for the hub verti-
cal motion.
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D)ARI' Dviianics Procram 4

Dynamic Analysis Research Tlool (DART) , which is a general finite element
structural dynamics progriam, is used for vibration, aeroelasticity, and mechani-

* cal stability investigations of rotor systems. DART performs four basic typ.es of
analysis on systems having up to 80 degrees of freedom, as follows:

1. Real eigenvalue analysis (vibration modes).

2. Complex elgenvalue analysis of fully c o~pled linear equations of
motion (flutter).

3. Frequency response analysis (harmonic response).

1 4. Transient response analysis of time-varying force excitations,

including nonlinear effects.

DART generates and solves the sets of equations which describe a finite celment
model of a structure. The model consists of four basic types of elements.

1 . Mass elements (M,A4H)

.Damper elements (B

3. Elastic elements (E,-%A^)

4. Constraint elements (T;-Qt)

namic and Aeroelastic Characteristics

The reactionless boundary condition corresponds to an isolated rotor.
The resonance diagram is presented in Figure 36 for zero collective pitch.
The first chord frequency is primarily dependent on the stiffness andi spanwise
offset of the hub shear pad. Its frequency is located at approximately 0.m6/rev
whichi provides prood separation from the first flap frequency and 2/re",
Coriolis excitation. The first flap frequency is governed by the effective hie

Soffset (approximately 10 inches) and the value of kinematic pitch-flap couplin.

I-

.9 4. trst flaponse firs o t or e exciation,

.Drt spenerats shon solvesgthe sets Thfqins lapich geesrally hihly edme.
" ~h hihd ain of atu tehe first croeis a flec typs of bsearments

- dyamic ng c eosiharacteristics is oso oei lowl apd

Th eatones ondr cnito orepod t n slae1rtr
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Figure 37. Damping Versus Rotor Speed; Reactioniess
Modes, 03/4 = 0 (1-Flap and I-Chord Modes)

- ic first flap mode, Figure 38, shows the coupling between the blade flap and
' torsion motion (pitch/ flap coupling) , but in the first chord mode there is very
* filth( COUl)ing with the flap and torsion motion oi the blade because the elastic

d le!cction in the chordwise direction is essentially in the hub shear pad with
tlhc blade noving as ; rigid body.

In contrast to conventional rotors, the first torsion mode reflects feathering
motion jbout the pitch link/pitch horn attachment. The shear stiffness of the
sniubber in flap and chord and the chordwise stiffness of flexbeam between Sta-
tion 15 and 25. in addition to the control system stiffness, have significant
influence on the frequency of this mode.

T e resonance diagram for the collective boundary condition is shown in Fig-
ur,! 39 for zero collective pitch. The fist chord mode, which is essentially the
drive system torsion mode, is omitted in the plot. This is because the freqUency
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Figure 38. Reaction less BC, Mode Shape Plots -i-Flap Mode

*a:-o( ci~aping of' tht, first chord mode is more accurately predicted iii the sti oit%\.
a~; \sio~f the tail rotor (irivu system rat her than from t he rotor model. ihe

Sdro A~ n the f'requency of' the first torsion mocdc (from those ot the r( action less
bo iii 10 a Conrd itioni) is it reflection ol' the red Lic tion of control s y stciii st iffness

10 tlkC in clubion o' ;was hplate assembly intertia for the collective boundary,
conui -on . The second chord frequcency is ai so rluc s .1 reCS uit 01' torsion Ii~

I l~iWi vol tl( he di se5y.-tC11li

Figire-t 40 shows the intfluenrce- of coIlectjv(- pitch on blade frequencies.
1 he first f'lap frequency remains practically unchanged with cc)Ilective p~itch.

I;IC ic orientation ofth fexea with respctCt the bl)ade chord nue
* minirmal variation of the first chord frequency over the collective pitch range: of

thc rotor, wi ich is well separated from the rirst flap frequency and from 1/rev
resonance. T1he first torsion mode shows a drop in frequency with collective
pitch thus further separating it from 3/rev. As expected, the second flap
frequency increases and the second chord frequency decreases with changes in
collective pitch from zero. The damping plots show adequate clamping of all

* rotor modes over the collective pitch range, and increased damping with rotor
speed.
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1,,13 ted tRotr l ;

Loads were computed for critical points in the design fli,ht tf\veloie)t of n('
CFTR. These loads were presented as spanwise distributions of steady ard
oscillatory flap, lead-lag and torsion in the flexbeam, pitch case, and blade.
Time history plots were also provided for certain critical spanwise stations and
control ioads. The simulated trim for these flight conditions establishes the
sabiiitv of the rotor in these flight regimes. The flight conditions analyzed

1. Rolling pullout at 148 knots: This is a critical flight condition
for flexbeam :t ie ue loads.

2. Pedal reversal att I97 knots: This simulation establishes loads
and determines the influence of high Mach number.

3. Yawed flight at 100 percent sideslip limit: The critical test case
for flexbeam fatigue over the sideslip envelope of the AH-64 has
been determined to be 140 knots, 15 degree right sideslip.
This simulation is another critical flight condition for high flex-
beam fatigue loads.

4. Maximum yaw kick (pedal reversal) at 164 knots: This simulation
represents the limit maneuver load for the CFTR.

U ic example of a span distribution plot, that of flapwise, chordwise. and
torsion bending for rolling lullout at 148 knots, is provided in Figures 41
t hrough 43.

i'e :teaCy loads between the pitch case, flexbeam and blade should balanhce at
0te uLtnction, Station 25.0. Hloweve-r, bccause of phase oil'erenccs between t he
lo,tds ijn the pitch case, flexbeam and blade, the plots of the oscillatory loads do
noi necessarily add up at the junction.

5 0
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MANUFACTfURING DI'VI LOPMENT

Fahrication of the CFTR involved a wide range of state-of --the- art composite
t11IIIU1iiu tLI II tCedIniqUCS, includig i iani ual layup ' lld automated w( t iilaeuit_'1t
winding of the composite materials; vacuum bag, internally pressurized split
mold, and autoclave curing; and disposable foam mandrel, plaster, steel, and
high temperature epoxy tooling. Composite blade manufacturing experience at
Hill was based initially on the Multi-Tubular Spar (MTS) program (Reference 4)
and the Composite Main Rotor Blade (CMRB) program for the AH-64 (Re~fer-
C'nce 5). integration of this experience into the CFTR design began when
lii fabricated with company funds a full-scale prototype CFTR using simplified
pl.ister tooling and. for the most part, manual layup of composite materials.
Tncbll. during the M.IT program, improved tooling was tabricated, wet fila-
ment winding and other processing refinements were instituted, and detailed
records of labor and material costs were maintained for future learning curve
and cost reduction analyses.

A description of the development of major tools is provided below, followed by
a de.tailed manufacturing sequence of the CFTR blade-pair. An overall flow

iagram of the CFTR assembly sequence is presented in Figure 44. Summaries
o quality assurance and NDI activities, production cost analysis, and ring

*. wvindier development conclude this section of the report.

(Oi\iNG tEVELOPMENT

ih. steel mold for the flexbeam was designed and fabricated by Composites
Ilrizonti,, Inc. , Pomona, California. Its machined layup surface has a contour
al (Ie( sidc of the Hlexleam. as shown in Figure 45. and a 15 incl width suffi-

A. . to I,,l ic,Ite a laminiatc Irum which to cut two ilexbu:ams. Cost is nial ieid
.I 'IS tt0t) in it, ((1)I(- t pt . Aft.r e\exte nsi , resin Sldout studies with various
*L', t- , -: l . ;tml with tic use. of" ;1 0.063 inch stainless ste(' C:tL! 1ao to '

.,vI. " the. co)nposite 1.yV up during CLire. predictable and consistent laminate
tilek dl)s ,n l tiber volumcs were obtained.

' .,,:a/litTh Case Bonding Jij

I,, (,, I, w thi, fir xbea\ii/jitch case joint area necessitated a means of loc ating

* t\, pt 1t ,ases with respect to the fl-xbeam, whie at the s lanc tine e providini
i, p. tion 1 )t thc com posite doubler material during cure. These requi'crenIts

-Ire ; is Ii , xt with the hiwiling jig shown in Figure -16. ihe pitch calscs Ire,
..l . t. r' i'ii lv ,ith jiil' inscrtcd into the 0.50 inci dianict, holcs ii the' i)itch

t : , i i r- in . ( ;Oim i).,ction of Ilhe doublcr matcriatl is p rovidhd by

**14
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Fig ure 45. Fluxbcrni ol Sur acc
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F LE XBEAM

KEY

CAST RUBBER

Figure 47. Fiexbeam /Pitch Case Pressure Moldl

I 1t hlIA . 1511 wa des-igthl to 111tliliZc cost a1nd Tflnaiftaifl fle Xibility, in
I t kdirx wt (\'lt til linlite~d scopc inlA (iC(l0io)mQflt-,i nature of the mm&Tr progr-am

0 t ffort. Ilcsplit mnold that (ltincs the ouiter mold line of the blitde is
(-, -i,.) ix tilt 1 of tikjnlljimn IH ps i( l high tcmlperaturke epoxy. Itts fabrica-

icistate w6i n i titorou ,,1y inspected male pkil;ser master.
A (It(. h~O tbllck layerl of .la~njachips/epoxy wa',S pou~red into l ach alUMinuIM

* b~~1ox 0I t1It' four mld~ 11t~lv III(A cii red ait '50T)~ iii the oven . The steam heati, c

v ipxs w einstaIlled , thel( male( ).",;Imite ws positijoned] in the mold boxes,
-and lil the pper- tndl lower Mold Ftii e were mated together. The remaining cavity

W, 11'1 filled "601 th Iiu nlint im chips/epoxy whiich was cured at 3501F with the
stirS~A tit i, ties Atc cure, the-i plaster miaster was removed, a zinc alloy

si .coat wvlt. Sp r-;iyed on. iiaid a hard pgel coat wis applied. Recesses in the
baihlatle ((ittouir -t (piiittA for the erosion strip, backing sttrip, dleicer blanke-t,

;ili root an1d tip caps Wert crelited by bonidiing aliimii r str-ips tif the appropri-
at i icknecss, onto the blade mold . A photograph of the mold is shown in

oI IIW bl~dCI O1d



Figure 48. Blade-Pair Mold
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FABiICA'ION SEQUENCE

I, l~x beam

1lhe flexbeam fabrication sequence is pictured in Figure 50. The Narmco
\,..crials, Inc. material used for the layup is a preimpregnated unidirectional

m 2 is roving made into a collimated tap(, approximately 12 inches wide. The
mntcrial is cut on a 5-degree angle to the required lengths. Each one of the
6o plies is marked to ensure correct orientation and stacking sequence. The
steel layup mold is cleaned and mold release applied to the entire surface.

ihu iayup begins with a peel ply followed by a ply of 0/90 degree 120 style
E-glass fabric phced on the mold. Each S-2 glass prepreg is then located
on the mold with the use of locating templates. The layup is debulked
manually with teflon rollers at frequent intervals.

After the layup of the prepreg is complete, another 120 style E-glass ply is
* laid up, followed by a second peel ply. The bleeder plies, .063 stainless steel

ca f! plate, and vacuum bag film are then assembled as shown in Figure 51.
Thc mold and layup are placed in the autoclave for the cure cycle, which is
showi graphically in Figure 52.

w

1CUT +5 AND -5'
PLIES TO LENGTH ~,.

(JLAYUP FULL
1.9 ~'THICKNESS

ON MOLD

('3) VACUUM BAG

VAC BAG AND CAUL PLATE
)BLEEDER PRESSURE

PEEL PLY STEAM A__LV
," 120 STYLE GLASS AUTOCLAVE

+ 5GLASSPREPREG CURE

- 120 STYLE GLASS
- PEEL PLY
TOOL

CUT ANO I HIM
rwO FLt X13FAMS

Figure 50. Flexbeam Fabrication Sequence
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Figure 52. Flexbeam Cure Cycle

The cure cycle starts with the application of vacuunm bag pressure (14 psi)
-ollowed with a temperature heatup to 175 ±50 F part temperature, as monitored

. by thermocouple wires. There is a dwell time of 30 minutes at 1751F, followed
by a heat rise to 2601F in 90 to 120 minutes. As the temperature is increased,
the autoclave is pressurized to 50 psi, with a reduction of vacuum bag pressure

" by venting to the atmosphere. The part temperature is stabilized at 260 ±51" and
held at temperature for 90 minutes. The laminate is then cooled to 125CF under
pressure. The laminate is removed from the tool and trimmed into two flexbeams
with the aid of a routing fixture. The flexbeams are finally inspected,
identified and serialized.

Pitch Case

.. igure 53 summarizes the various steps in fabricating the pitch case. First,
reletse agents are applied to the pitch case winding mandrel, which is then
set into thi' helical winding machine. S-2 glass rovings are threaded into the

*windirig machine and the APCO 2434/2347 resin system is prepared for the
machinre'b impregnator. Weight data of the glass filament spools and resin
systAn are recorded by Quality Control. Fiber volume is set at 55 ±3 percent.
The winding machine then covers the winding mandrel with two double layers
of glass roving (±45 degrees), followed by 90-degree windings and hand
layup of ±45 degree and 0/90 degree fabric on the inboard end to form a ring
to support the snubbers. After the last winding operation is completed, the
composite material is vacuum bagged and oven-cured at 1701F for four hours,
followed by one hour at 300'F. After curing, the pitch case is separated from
the windinig mandrel, trimmed, and drilled per print. Each pitch case is finally
weighcd , ilentified, and serialized.

0
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Jj A. MIX RESIN
B. LOAD GLASS FILAMENT4 ~~~ROLLS IN MACHINEWID4bGLS

03 WIND 9 0 FILAMENTS
AND LAYUP FABRIC 40VACUUM BAG AND CURE
ON INBOARD END

10/90'

+45

Ep " -00 00/90

0 00 '45

2 0/90

DRILL HOLES SNUBBER

WITH FIXTURE ATTACHMENT

TRIM

0

ATTACHMENT
HOLES

Figure 53. Pitch Caise Fabrication Sequence
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Spar Tubes

The spar tubes are fabricated using the WFW technique on the spar tube mandrel.
Each mandrel consists of a steel shaft within a styrofoam core which is covered
by a seamless nylon bag (to act as a bladder) and is followed by a Tedlar film
* \iI ~ . '[he sp~ar tubes are cocured as part of the blade assemh'y (. ee p 6a ' (8)

c hu function of the bladder is to pressurize the assembly in the mold to force
all components into intimate contact during the cure cycle and to force the skin
against the blade mold cavity, giving the blade its final shape.

The spar tube fabrication sequence is shown in Figure 54. The spar tube man-
drei is placed in the tubular winding machine, which is set to produce the
required winding pattern. After the resin is prepared and its weight data
recorded by Quality Control, the resin impregnator is filled and set to produce a
fiber volume of 55 ±3 percent.

The spar tube is wound with three layers of ±45-degree Kevlar-49 filaments such
that aI constant 0.036-inch thickness is maintained over the mandrel. Upon com-
p lktion of the winding cycle, the spar tube is weighed and the data recorded by
. u ;lity Con trol. E xcess Keviar winding from each end of the spar tube is
rm1loved so that I steel tube, caIn hc installed at otne cnd. Thc nylon bag is
wrpp e)pd tightly around the stcl tube and is sealed at the other end ol

SFAB MANDRL STEEL ROD WIND45 0 KEVLAR

THRU

PROTECTIVE
COVER FILM ROVING 0OVN

PRESSURE 0

BAG

STYROFOAM
MANDREL

- TRIM ENDS
INSTALL PRESSURE

TUBE
- PLACE IN COLD

STORAGE

l'ii urc 54. Spar 1Tube Fabricaitioni Sequentce



the mndrel. 11)c mhendrel anid layup are 1haggcd and ide 'tiflied. ['he assemblyE is plIcd in a cold storage box to await blade final assembly. 'lic storage time
tIld temperature are monitored and recorded by Quality Control.

Leading Edge Weight

One eading edge weight is required for each CFTR blade. Figure 55 shows
a schematic of the fabrication steps described as follows. A urethane foam plug
is cured at room temperature in the leading edge weight mold. The plug is cut
to the proper cimcnsions. After the plugs are placed back in the mold,
50 percent by weight AIPCO 2434/2340 resin-milled tiber mixture is poured into
the remaining cavity of the mold and cured at 150'F for one hour. This plug is
cut to drz:wing dimensions to allow for the leading edge rods. One ply of 1581
styIe E-glass fabric is impregnated with APCO 2434/2340 resin and placed in tht
mold. S-2 glass rovings for the longo are similarly impregnated and placed in
the moid, followed by the foam plugs. Fifty-six each 7-311422523 steel rods are
cleaned, coated with milled fiber/epoxy mixture and placed in the mold. The
milied E-glass/epoxy plug is placed on top of the rods to complete the assembly.
The mold is closed and the part is cured in the oven at 1501F for two hours.
Aftcr cure, the part is trimmed, identified, and stored until installed during
blade-pair fabrication, (page 68).

A. INSTALL FOAM PLUGS

B. FILL CAVITY WITH MILLED

GLASS/EPOXY
C. CURE
D. TRIM ..- .... ......

0..... ....: :FOAM PLUG

A. FILL CAVITY WITH FOAM PLUT=;Z-
FOAM7

B. CURE MILLED E-GLASS/EPOXY
C. CUT INTO PLUGS

S-GLASS
TRIM RODS/E-GLASS/EPOXY LONGO

Q THIMEPOXY

A. INSTALL S--GLASS LONGOS

O TIIM S. INSTALL RODS

SLU. INSTALL PLUGS
D. CURE

I"igo re 55. luading Edge Weight Fabrication S(quence
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'intflin Ldlse Rib

.-Three sheets of 281 style Kevlar -49 fabric are laid up on a table and
impregnated with APCO 2434/2347 epoxy resin system to a fiber volume of

, 55 ±3 percent. The fiber direction of each sheet is as follows:

a. First layer ±45 degrees

b. Second layer 0/90 degrees

c. Third layer ±45 degrees

The material is cut to obtain pieces of the correct width and length for two
trailing edge ribs. This operation is performed during blade-pair assembly
(page 68) so cold storage is not required.

T'ip Cap

A iale plaster form is made from the tip cap mold. The form is covered w:11h a
release agent, then three plies of Style 281 Kevlar -49 fabric are impregnated
\vith 24.4/2340 epoxy resin system and laid over the form. The assembly is
vtcuuai bagged and oven cured at 170 01F for two hours. The part is removed From
the mold and post-cured in the oven for an additional hour at 300 0 F. Upon com-
plctiot, of curing, the cap is trimmed to proper dimensions, identified, and
inspected per print.

Root Cap

The root cap is made as a wet layup directly on the cured blade assembly.
. Blide and pitch cas;e surfaces are covered with multiple layers of style 1581

t--glass fabric which have been impregnated with APCO 2434/2340 epoxy reuin
system. The part is then vacuum bagged and cured with the same. cycle as

. the tip cap. After curing is accomplished, the root cap is trimmed as necessary
and inspected.

Outer Skin

lie outer skin for two blades is made as one piece on a winding mandrel. Th-
ouiter kiri winding fixture is first covered with a polyethylene backing film and

*i is place d in the tubular winding machine. The 2434/2347 resin system is prcpareuci
* and a sample is checked by Quality Control for proper fiber volume ratio (55 +3 per-

ct'). The outer skin is wound with three layers of Kevlar-49 roving, each layer
having the following fiber direction:

a. First layer t45 degrees

b. Second layer 9)0 degrees

c. Third layer +45 degrees
6
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Biade-Pair Final Assembl

Blade-pair final assembly is shown in Figure 58. This operation begins with the
bonding of the fairing, fairing cap, tip cap, and layup of the root cap. A'-ter
bonding of these details is complete, the deicer blanket is installed using film
adhesive and vacuum pressure. The backing strip is coated with adhesive and
boncied onto the deicer blanket. After this operation, the erosion strip is coated
with adhesive and bonded to the entire leading edge area. The blade assembly
is weighed, and the data is recorded by Quality Control. Final assembly is com-
picttd% with the installation of the following parts:

Snubber (4) per blade-pair

Pitch Horn (2) per blade-pair

Damper Pad (4) per blade-pair

Bearing Retainer (4) per blade-pair

Snubber Spacer (4) per blade-pair

ij:w',e rpad and pitch horn assembly requires individual locating fixtures to
ensure proper alignment of attachment holes with the lower hub and pitch iinks.
In, bearing retainer, damper pad, and pitch horn (in addition to the bolt attach-
ment) are bonded with EA934 room temperature cure paste adhesive. The snub-
bcr is precompressed with an internal screw to allow assembly into the pitch case.
The screw% is removed after assembly.

QUAIATY ASSURANCE

Qutality Assurance acceptance criteria were prepared to verify that uch compo-
ncit was produced according to engineering drawings, specifications, and pro-
duction documents. Major areas for which test plans were implemented include:

aI. Receiving inspection for materials

b. Resin preparation and wet filament winding

C. In-process assembly and final inspection

d. Norncdstructiv e i nsp(ction

Al Itt st results wcre recorded and have been maintained so that the m.,ximum
Luture benelit may be realized from this development program. Traceability of
, or liatch nubellCr of materials used in each tail rotor were recorded. Equip-

,r.nt In I ".Ces u:ed to control or measure Ct:TR materials an processes we"Ure
,e riodically c.libraited according to Hughes Helicopters calibration procedures
that comply with MIIL-Q-9858, and approved by Army personnel.
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BON [TIP CAP A. LAYUP ROOT CAP

B. VACUUM BAG CURE
C. TRIM

• ® BoNo FARNG,
FAIRING CAP, BOND BEARING RETAINER, DAMPER

PAD WITH APPROPRIATE LOCATING
FIXTURES

N.BEARING

DAMPER PAD

BOND DEICER BLANKET,
BACKING STRIP, DEICER BLANKET

EROSION STRIP

EROSION STRIP

22== -BACKING STRIP

OUTER SKIN

® WEIGHT AND BALANCE

Figure 58. Blade-Pair Final Assembly Sequence
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.R,.c 'ivin' ll~spectioni

Initially, all metallic and non-metallic raw materials have passed an extensive
qualification test program. HHI then performs an acceptance test on each lot
or batch of incoming material for specific mechanical properties and physical
characteristics.

All other vendor-supplied parts were inspected at the source or in Receiving
inspection per drawing requirements.

Resin Preparation

Accurate proportioning and proper mixing of resins and hardeners is recognized
as an operation that has a key bearing on the quality of the CFTR. Undetected1 processing errors can lead to resins that do not wet the reinforcements nor cure
property. Standard procedures have been developed to test resin mixtures
prior to committing them to winding operation, and then after cure to determine
strength and toughness.

In-Process and Final Inspection

In-process acceptance criteria for the CFTR components were established per
Hughes Helicopters process specifications. Requirements contained in these
documents were transferred to integrated manufacturing-inspection travelers
for each component and assembly.

Some of the data recorded during this inspection phase include:

Resin Processing Start/end date and time
Mix ratio

Material__Weight-;

t'st jpcf ocation
identification
Laboratory reports

IeLst i{ec(jrds

'Whcnever possibl(,, provisions were made in the tooling to provide excess
material which, alter trimming, were used for test specimens.
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'.6

Production Data Tool number
Fiber orientation
Filament winding
Lay-ups
Mold number
Oven number
Load number
Manufacturing date
Thermocouple location
Heating/cool-down rate
Secondary bonding
Interim storage
Validated calibrations
Perishable materials and records

Shop cleanliness
Workmanship
Traceability of processing stages

Hardware
Records

Surface Preparation Cleaning
Priming (metal parts)
Painting

Shop Floor Surveillance

Oven and Mold Temperatur:s**
Pressures **

Time**
Chart operation

-B)i-destructive Inspection

Aiditional non-destructive testing was conducted on several important components.
Light thru-transmission, ultrasonic, and/or radiographic methods were employed
on the flexbeam, flexbeam/pitch case bond, and blade, as shown in Table 7.

**Irn designated critical curing, molding, and bonding operations, permanent
records were made of time, pressures, and temperatures. Temperatures taken
from thermocouples near the mold surfaces and thickest layup region of the
composite.

7
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FABLE 7. NDI MATRIX

Light Thru

Component Transmission Ultrasonics X-Ray

Flexbeam X

Flexbeam/pitch case boncl X X X

Blade X (partial) X X

Since the fiberglass flexbeam is translucent, simply shining a high-intensity
light through the laminate was sufficient to detect any delaminations, voids, or
fiber misalignment. In every flexbeam fabricated, it was evident that no internal
anomalies existed. The high-intensity light was also used on the flexbeam/pitch
case aond and along the blade trailing edge tab, with similar results.

An ultrasonic-pulse, Acoustic-Emission (AE) technique, using a 206 A/U unit
*from Acoustic Emission Technology Corp., provided information on laminate and

bond quality of the S/N 1005 and 1006 wind tunnel blade-pairs. This AE equip-
' ment has a sending transducer that injects ultrasonic pulses into the composite

and a receiving transducer that picks up the simulated stress waves produced
by the pulses. Data is compared against reference values obtained from com-
posite samples of known characteristics. Since the CFTR blade structure consists
of a variety of materials and thicknesses, it was decided not to fabricate individual
reference panels, but to section a high quality trial blade-pair.

. .Each area of constant thickness and construction was tested and recorded from
* the output on the oscilloscope. One example is shown in Figure 59, where each

.)oint is the tip of the acoustic impedance vector. The radial distance to a point
is thy magnitude of acoustic impedance change, and the angle with the abscissa

* i.z1 thy phase change. This typical result shows that good continuity of fiber
vojume and laminate thickness, and no appreciable voids exists. If tests panels
o! various known fiber volumes were made, more quantifiable results could have
been obtained.

dadiographs (x-ray photographs) were taken of S/N 001 trial blade-pair to
* correlate with findings from the light through-transmission and AE techniques.

Photographs in Figures 60 and 61 show the blade-pair in plan view, while Fig-
ure 62 is a side view of the flexbeam/pitch case attachment area. No voids car.
be seen in any individual part or bondline, except some trapped air bubbles are
evident between the side of the flexbeam and the spartubes. Such a conditio2 in
this area will not cause strength degradation. It can also be seen that all com-
ponents are well positioned and that the fiber alignment in tile flexbeam is excellent.
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SPAR TUBE Y.L L2 BLADE A S/N 1006

a VOlID

29

REF: 52 55

5304 5.
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27 33
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NOTE: NUMBERS ARE BLADE STATION LOCATIONS

Figurt- 5V.ypical Acoustic Emission Test Result

Fig ore ( 60. Radiograph on S IN 00 1 Blade. Sta 25-40 (Plan Vickw
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Figure 61. Radiograph of S IN 001 Blade, Sta 40-56 (Plan View)

$29

Fi4U rc 62. Rl{Wjo( rdjh of' I 001 Blacle, Flclxbearn/Pitch C, sc
* Attachrncnt Ar';i (Side View)
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COS[F PROJECTION

A Design to Unit Production Cost (DTUPC) estimate for CFTR was prepared to
quantify its cost saving potential. A summary of the recurring and non-recurring
costs for the CFTR is presented in Table 8.

TABLE 8. CFTR DTUPC SUMMARY
(AVG 536 S/S) (1972 MAT'L $)

Composite Metallic
Recurring Portion Portion Total

F Fab 88.7 60. 1 hr 148.8 hr

Assy 36.2 1.4 hr 37.6 hr

Material 186.4 hr

Raw Material $ 227 $ 56

Purch Parts $ 3068 $ 134 $ 4228

Sub Contr - $ 743

Non Recurring

Tooling 8528 hr 1524 hr 10052 hr

Maturial $ 33463 $ 2914 $ 36377

The CFTR DTUPC was estimated for the composite and metallic parts unique
for the CFTR installation. The cost of common parts applicable to the baseline
metallic tail rotor system and the composite tail rotor system are not included
in the estimate so that a more direct cost savings estimate is obtained.

The CFTR DTUPC includes the following components and assemblies.

No. Req'd Per
Composite Parts Shipset

7-311422501 Blade-pair Assy 2
505 Flexbeam 2
506 Pitch Case 4507 Spar Tubes 8
508 Tip Cap 4
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No. lkeq'd Per
Composite Parts S hips et

7-311,122509 Root Cap 4
511 Outer Skin 4

I Inner Skin 4
517 Fairing Cap 4
519 Leading Edge Weight Assy 4
520 Trailing Edge Rib 2

Metallic Parts

7-311422532 Pitch Horn 4
533 Hub Plate, Upper 4
534 ltub Plate, Lower 1
537 Swashpiate
538 Output Shaft 1

Purchased Parts

7-311422514 Erosion Strip 4
515 D)eicer Blanket 4
516 Backing Strip 4
551 Snubber 8
552 Damper Pads 8
560 Pitch Links 4

T his DTUPC estimate was based on a production run of 536 shipsets, the original
number of Advanced Attack Helicopters (AAH) requested by the Army. The 100th
* oumposite blade-pair production unit (equivalent to the 50th shipsct) was chosen
tor the estimate because it is far enough along the production run to have the
initial fabrication problems worked out. The 1000th unit was selected as hc
total number for the analysis which is consistent with AAH cost estimation pro-
cedures. The shop-time for each composite blade-pair unit is estimated to be
i6.0 manhours which includes detail fabrication, assemotly. and support time.
Working both ways along a 90 percent learning curve from the 100th blade-pair
labor estimate ol 76.0 manhours, the first blade pair unit is e.timated to require
153.0 manhours and the 1000th unit is estimated to require 53. V manhours. The
cumulative average for all 1072 units is 124.9 manuours.

The total fabrication time for the metallic components unicue for CFTIR installation
is estimated by the methods developed jointly by HHI and Army Aviat'on Research
a d Development Command (AVRADCOM) for the AAH program. This method
k. tablijb.id manhours at the t000th production unit and works backward to the
first proiduction unit along ani 80 percent production improvement curve. The
cumulative average labor cost of these metallic parts for 536 shipsets is 61. 5 hours.
Addia g the comp ositc and metal labor costs, the total CFTR labor cost i,
186. 1 hours, as secn in i able i.
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I ihe ring winder development program was conducted coricurrentix with CP.t-R
*fabrication development activities. The cbjective w,,as 4co evaIluate the opvr~ttiuona.
* feasibility of a ring winder to fabricate tubular structures such as s:-,cr tubcs.

Conceivably, the outer skirt couid be wound over an asmb~ ly af JTR bladt-
* internl components for a sig nificant time saving.

Tile ring winder, shown in Figure 63, consists of a frame tlhit supports t\&k
ri-and rt mounits and the hollow Ring Winding head. The latter- is moun ted on i

11A' ,o it may be driven along th length of the rm bl t oae oIL
t,'i, iilamrents on the mandrel in a spiral pattern. Thie axial and rotational
motion of the Ring Winder are controlled through a programmable microprocessor.

Figure b3. Ring Winder for Filament Winding

'i i, Ring, %\incier head carries spools of dry rovings and impregnators that meter
ewi lltied amount of resin into the rovings as they leavc the Ring to be placed

* on the ma ,ndrcl. The design and fabrication of the Ring Winder mechanism and
th prograrnrnalb)e microprocessor was performed by Goldsworthy Engineecring, Inc.

* T or ran ce, California.

* Once operational,. a Small n umber of two-inch 1.1). Kevlar tubes were fabricated.
* The impregnators, however, could ritbe properly adjusted to(rvd acnrl

led res in content. Since a complete redesign of the impregnators would have
buen r(juiredc, the ring winder was niot used in subsequent fabrication.
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STRtC'l RA I, LABORATORY TESIING

- :'1 <RN/1ELE.MENT- TEST1S

'T put-pose of th-, an rli i Rroperty tests described below w.-a to verify
I- requirrmetzL at t%\ (a critical areas - the f-cb,:feam aild th : ;i tch ta c

fixbeaim adhesive .oint between Stations 25. 0 and 2.5.

I f selected flexbemt material, NARMCO 5216 S-2 glass prepreg, was qualified
to ttie appropriate HHI material specification. In addition to these standard
tests, which included tensile tests of coupons with 00 fiber orientation, tensile
and interlaminar shear tests were conducted on t5 ° fiber orientation coupons.

I The ±5 '
- tensile test specimen is shown in Figure 64. The width was varied to

observe its effect on tensile strength, since a relatively narrow specimen w l
have fewer continuous fibers extending between the two tabs than a wider one.
Result., of znese tests are plotted in Figure 65. The short beam shear specimen,
snown in Figure 66. was in accordance with ASTM 2344, except for width which
w as increased to C.5 inch to increase the percentage of full length ±50 fibers.
' The results are shown in Table 9, and are indicative of a high quality laminate.

9.0 IN.050.100,5 FIE
OR 1.75 IN. DIRECTION 0.40 IN. 2.60 IN.

OR3. 1IN.

4

TABS 2 SIDES, BOTH ENDS 8 PLIES t 0.050 IN.

* Figure 64. Flexheam Tcnsilb Test Specimen
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Numbrl  of Fiber \Volume, Shear Strength,
Group Specim ,ns Percent psi

164.48 10, 225

2 .0 415

3 4 01.23 10,170
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S - The itlision fatigue strength allowable of the ±5 degree S-2 glass/cpoxy
flcxbeam material was determined experimentally by testing sLeven coupons with

* the configuration shown in Figure 67. One set of four coupons were fabricated
" with Composites Horizons CH3060 resin system and a second set of three cou-

pons used the APCO 2434/2347 resin system. The applied loads and plotted
results are shown in Figure 68.

Physical properties determination of the flexbeam was an important parameter both
in the early stages of material selection and development, and during the fabrica-
tion of each flexbeam. The material selected was NARMCO 5216 S-2 glass unidi-
rectional prepreg, rather than S-2 glass WFW in-house with APCO 2434/2347 resin

' system, because of better handling qualities and more consistent resin content.
Laminate fiber volume was initially targeted at 60 + 3 percent in order to maximize
tensile strength.

Two sets of test panels, one set with 6 or 7 plies simulating the thinnest, out-
board region of the flexbcam and the other set with between 66 to 80 plies to
simulate the thickest, rootend area of the flexbeam, were autoclave cured with
varying numbers of bleeder cloths. The fiber volume of the thin panels was
about 62 percent, but the thick panels maintained a fiber volume of about
55 percent. The reason for the lower fiber volume was the incomplete resin
bleedout from the interior of the thick laminate prior to resin set-up. Sirce
the strength of the laminate was still adequate, two third-scale (in length only)
"lexbeams were fabricated. Thinner areas of the subscale flexbeams had
acceptable fiber volumes, while the full thickness (0.57 inch, 68 ply) areas had

6. an average fiber volume of 54.88 percent.

* During the course of full-scale flexbeam fabrication, physical property specimens
were taken from the mid-section of the laminate between each flexbeam. Results

* are shown in Table 10.

The second series of coupon tests investigated the shear strength of the joints
between 1) the flexbeam and pitch case doubler and 2) the flexbeam and spar
:ube. A typical test specimen is shown in Figure 69. The substrates wre
designed and fabricated to simulate the respective full-scale structures as
closely as possible. The double lap was varied to give a 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5-inch
length to determine its influence on structural efficiency (average shear
strength).

Taif acthesive for the pitch case doubler/flexbeam joint was Hysol EA9528, while
the spar tube substrate was cocured without adhesive to a precured flexbeam
substrate. Similar pitch case doubler/flexbeam specimens made with t5 degree

S-2 glass fiber and APCO 2434/2347 resin system were also tested for initial
evaluation and comparison purposes. Except for one data point, the adhesively
btondud NARMCO prepreg substrates were stronger than the APCO cocure
system, as shown in Figure 70. This fact, combined with its handling ease
during layup, provided the basis for selection of the NARMCO prepreg for the
pitch case/flexbeam doubler. The average shear strength of four flexbeam/spar
tube, 0.5 inch long shear specimens was 2269 psi.
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Figure 67. Flexbean Fatigue Test Specimen
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TABLE 10. FLEXBEAM PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Fiber Volume and Resin Content (the latter in parentheses)

Station Location

Serial No. 4-5 18-19 50-EOP

1001 and 1005 54.05 57.89 N.A.
. (29.64) (26.57)

1002 and 1006 53.85 57.45 62.20
(29.72) (26.94) (23.06)

1003 56.93 59.34 N.A.
(27.23) (25. 30)

1004 and 1004A N.A. 59.06 62.30
(25.65) (22.75)

Average 54.94 58.44 62.25

(28.86) (26.12) (22.91)

STA STA STA
5 0

.
4 0  

7.00 0.0

ISAMPLE
S4 LOCATIONS

FULL SCALE COMPONENT TESTS

Flexbeam Stiffness Test

Three flexbeams (S/NO0l, 1005, and 1006) were tested for flapwise, chordwise,

and torsional stiffnesses to verify analytical values. Each flexbeam was rigidly

cantilevered from station 0.0 and loads were applied at station 25.0. Deflection

data were obtained through bending bridges mounted on thin metal strips which

were connected by wires to several stations along the flexbeam. A photograph of

a typical test setup is provided in Figure 71. Two typical plots of reduced data,

one comparing calculated versus measured deflections and the other comparing

stiffnesses, are shown in Figures 72 and 73, respectively. Both plots confirm

good correlation of test data with predicted values.
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i t I DO

f)1 VARIES VARIES 5.0

00.120

FLEXBEAM SPARTUBE OR

PITCHCASE DOUBLER

PITCHCASE DOUBLER

- STYLE 1581 E-GLASS FABRIC, +45', NEXT TO FILM ADHESIVE

STYLE 143 E-GLASS FABRIC, 0/900 , WITH WARP FIBERS IN THE
- LENGTHWISE DIRECTION

RESIN: APCO2434/2347
NOTE: CO-CURE WITH LAP JOINT ADHESIVE

SPARTUBE

__._ -____ - - STYLE 281 KEVLAR FABRIC, ±45. NEXT TO FLEXBEAM (BOTH} SIDES OF FLEXBEAM)

___,____ STYLE 281 KEVLAR FABRIC, 0/900

RESIN: APCO 2434/2347

NOTE: CO-CURE TO FLEXBEAM SUBSTRATE

FLEXBEAM

00 0-0 01 STYLE 120 E-GLASS FABRIC, 3/900

,.UNIDIRECTIONAL S2 GLASS/521B NARMCO PREPREG, 00

STYLE 120 E-GLASS FABRIC, 0/90°

Figure 69. Doubie Lap Shear Specimen Configuration

Flexbeam Flapwise Bending and Flapping Angle Correlation

Since flapping angle would not be directly measurable during the wind tunnel
test, a correlation was required with the measured flapwise bending moments in
the flexbeam. The flexbeam fatigue test specimen and setup were employed
because the appropriate C.F. and bending loads could be applied. An axial ten-
sion load of 19, 200 pounds representing power on limit C.F. was first applied,
followed by incremental anti-symmetric flapwise bending moments introduced by
a couple at the hub. Moments were recorded at Stations 7.5, 9.0, and 12.0.
The analyzed data yielded the linear relationship that one degree of flapping
equals 920 in-lb of flapwise moment at Station 7.5.
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Figure 70. Double Lap Shear Test Results, Pitch
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* Figure 71. Flexbeam Flapwise Stiffness
Test Setup
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Figure 73. Calculated Versus Measured Flapwise
Deflection Comparison
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Poftend (Flexbeam Fati ue rest

The test specimen was similar in construction to the flight configuration flexbeam
except glass/epoxy doublers were bonded on outboard of Station 27.00 to allow
installation into the test fixture. A photograph of the rootend fatigue test setup
is shown in Figure 74. The test loads were derived from the following critical
flight condition: 140 knots, 100 percent NR, and 15 degree right sideslip.

A constant 19, 200 pound axial force simulating power-on centrifugal force was applied
throughout the test. Flap actuators were run 180 degrees out of phase to provide anti
symmetric flapwise bending. The feathering actuator applied torsion loads

90 degrees out of phase with the flap motion. The loads were applied at a rate of
* 4 11Z for one million cycles. However, delamination of plies terminating near the

hub initiated early in the test and progressed throughout the est without loss of
load carrying capability. The damper pads also deteriorated gradually along the
edges, although they still carried the resultant shear loads. Figure 75 shows the

*" condition of the flexbeam, damper pads, and instrumentation at the end of the test.
The noted delamination was considered to be attributable to the method of load
application and test fixture design which are not representative of actual case.

Blade Attachment Static Test

A blade-pair half was designed and fabricated with doublers for attachment to the
test iixture. A test schematic including applied loads is provided in Figure 76,
and a photograph of the test setup is shown in Figure 77.

Test loads were applied in incremental steps and were held at 5 percent of zhe
delsired 130 percent overspeed condition for approximately 1 minute. While making
very fine adjustments to the pitchhorn and pitch case loads, failure occurred when
the flexbeam pulled out of the blade approximately 1.5 inches. Further damage was
prevented when the C.F. loading system bottomed on the safety stops.

During the post-test failure analysis, the specimen was first radiographed
(X-rayed) and then sectioned to determine the cause of failure. The radiographs
did not offer conclusive evidence of feailure locations or modes. After sectioning,
it could be seen that the outer layer of 120 glass originally bonded to the flexbeam
.aIl 3eparated from t5" laminate but remained bonded to the spartubes. This

interlaminar shear failure probably initiated at the flexbeam/pitch case interface
between Stations 25.0 and 29. 5 where loads from both the blade and pitchcase are
transferred to the flexbeam.

Blade Attachment Fatigue Test

A zwt,,tici blade-pair half, identical to the one used in the blade attachment
static test, was fully instrumented and loaded in a similar fashion as the blade

attachment static test specimen (Figure 76). One million cycls were applied
at a 5 Hz frequency without noticeable damage. An overspeed static test was
then performed. Failure occurred at 25,790 pounds, or 88 percent of the
130 )ercent overspeed C.F. required, when the flexbearn pulled out of the
blade. A failure analysis. consisting of visual inspection of sectioned parts of
the test specimen, discovered the same shear failure mode and location as for
the blade attachment static specimen; that is, a separation of the 120 glass cloth
from the ±5' flexbeam laminate. No evidence of fatigue damage was seen in the
failure zone or in any of the test specimen components.
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Figure 75. Rootend (Flexbeam) Fatigue Test
Specimen After Test
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Figure 76. Blade Attachment Test Schematic
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WIND TUNNEL TESTS

The wind tunnel test was conducted at the Boeing Vertol V/STOL wind tunnel,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to define the performance, loads, and dynamic
characteristics of the CFTR for rotor speeds up to 100 percent NR ; nd airspeeds
up to 197 knots. An impressed pitch range between -7 and +25 degrees, as
limited by power or incipient autorotation, was investigated in hover, and low
and high speed forward flight and sideslip conditions. Static and transient
sideslip limits as defined in the YAH-64 System Specification (Reference 2) were
investigated at airspeeds of 139, 164, and 197 knots. Detailed aeroeleastic sta-
bility probing using collective and cyclic shake techniques were made to determine
aeroelastic stability characteristics. Stop/start characteristics of the rotor in
wind velocities up to 70 knots were also defined.

TEST SETUP

A fully instrumented CFTR assembly, P/N 7-311422554, was installed on the
Boeing Vertol dynamic rotor test stand (DRTS) and tunnel sting, as shown in
Figure 78. Sideslip was simulated by presetting the sting inclination, and remotely

* controlling the DRTS pitch angle. The DRTS is designed as a seismic mass having
n.axi:nium rigid body frequencies in its suspension syst-m of 2 to 5 Hz. This
characteristic minimizes the best stand response to rotor excitation.

The test section is 20 feet by 20 feet in cross section and 45 feet long. The
-lotted wall configuration was used during forward flight tests, whereas the
ceiling and floor were removed for the hover tests.

TEST PROGRAM

Table i1 is a list of the tests performed. Deviations from the wind tunnel test
Spln include most rotating blade modal properties tests which were unnecessary
since the blades were found to be highly damped, and tests with the blade
fairing removed, due to mechanical limitation of the test stand and lack of
blockage influence of the helicopter vertical tail.

'Tubt Stand Shake Test

Prior ,u mounting the CFTR on the DRTS, a shake test was conducted to detvr-
une th, dynamic characteristics of the test stand. This test used sinusoidai

shaking at the tail rotor hub to identify all principal modes in the frequency
trange 0-100 Hz. The modal generalized masses, dampings, and six component
mLd.il displacements at the hub were incorporated into an aeroelastic model to
U1nsul(i no destabilizing influence of the DRTS on rotor dynamics.

!9



Figure 78. CFTR Wind Tunnel Test Setup
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TABLE 11. WIND TUNNEL TEST SEQUENCE

Run No. Rpm V(Kts) ss(Deg) a3/4 (Deg) Comment

-11 840+1403 0 0 0 Hover tests

-i2 400+1403 0 0 0

-I5 1120(80%) 0 0 0,5,10,15,20
25,-4,-7.2

-16

-17 1260(90%) 0 0 0,5,10,15,20
23. 5,-4,-7.2

-18 1403(100%) 0 0 0.5,10,15, 20
-4,-7.2

' -19 1403 0,20,40 0 0 Forward flight
60,80 tests

-20 and 22 1403 80 0 0,5,10,15,20
- 2-4,-7.2

-21 ad 23 1403 i000 0,5,10,2-70

I -25 1403 80 0 0,5,10,15,20
-4,-7

-26 1403 100 0 0,5,-5,7

-28 1403 139 0 0,5,10,-4,-7

-29 1403 164 0 0,5,10,-4,-7

-30 1403 197 0 0,3,7,-2,-2

- 1 1403 139 -15 0,-2,-2,-6,-7 Sideslip flight
tests

-32 1403 139 -18 0,-2,-4,-6,-7

-)3 1403 164 -6 0,-2,-4,-7

- 4 1403 164 -12 0,-2,-4,-6,-7

-35 1403 197 -3

-37 1403 164 -120 0,-2,-4,-6,
-7.2

-38 1403 197 -. 40 0,-2,-7

-39 1403 197 00 0,4,8,-1,4,
-6,-8

-40 1403 197 -80 0,-2,-4,-6,-7

-41 1403 139 +150 0,4,9,12,16,20

-42 1403 139 +250 0,2,4
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TABLE 11. WIND TUNNEL TEST SEQUENCE (CONT)

Run No. Rpm V(Kts) sDeg) 6314 (Deg) Comment

-43 1403 164 +60 0,2,4,6,8,10
12,14,16

-44 1403 164 +120 0,2,4,6,8,10

-45 1403 164 +12c  10,12,14,16,18

-46 1403 197 +8.50 0,2
-48 1403 45 -45 0,-2,- 4,-6,- 7 Sideward flight

*. tests

-49 11403 45 -90 0,-2,-3,-4,-6
p I- 7

-50 1403 25 -90 0,+5,+10,-15,
-4,-70

- 1403 0 0 0 Collective shake
~tests

52 1403 0 0 0

- 3r 40 3 20 0 0 Low speed
forward flighttests

1403 20 - 5,+5,-10, -15,

+16.5

-403 40 06,-7,-],+5,
+10,+16

.-- 6 14013 0{ - 7,- 6,- 1,+5,

+10,-16,+18
-,1403 6O -0-5 - , 5

+!0.+1C

Start/stop tests

30 0 0 Q rpm varying

,;30 0 0 1403+0 in 60 sec

, 45 0 0 :rpm varying

, 45 0 0 0- 1403 in 30 sec
K,. ( 30 -- 45 I0

t) 30 -4 0

61 4. 45 -45 0

t9 45 -45 0

62 .45 -90 0

_ Y 45 i -90 0
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A:. 1tLuninunI dummy weight was bolted to the output shaft to simulate the weighta of the hub and to provide attachment points for the cyclic shaker. Accelerometers
•. were attached to the dummy weight, static support, and DRTS cone. With the

cyclic shaker attached to the dummy weight in the longitudinal direction, a
frequency sweep was conducted from 0-100 Hz at 50 pounds excitation force. The
driving point acceleration and force, and signals from each accelerometer were
rcocdld. The cyclic shaker was then positioned in the lateral direction and
the ibove test procedure repeated.

For -,tcli significant mode, the natural frequency, generalized mass, and general-
izcd damping were determined. Results from the computer program showed that
,Ine influence of the test stand on CFTR modal characteristics was not
significant.

Track and Balance

-" After completion of the shake test, the blade-pair/hub assembly was attached to
the control system and all rotating instrumentation was connected to the data
acq uisition system via a cable fed through the output shaft and a slip ring in
tnc DRTS. Due to actuator travel limitations, the collective pitch (03/4) was

. rcsr:'Lctt.id to -7.2 to +25 degrees.

At t,00 rpm k-13 percent NR), horizontal rotor plane, and flat pitch, tracking of
ihe ui:tdes were observed through video monitors. The tips of the four blades
(I'id not deviate in a flapwise direction more than half a blade thickness, which
wi 't cond-ered excellent.

:',t,,:"m,,;imic balance was observed by noting the alternating loads in the
rr " gag:s on the static mast and the rotor support balance. Dynamic bal-
an't . corrections had to be made in hover with additional weight at the spanwise
* .a cwc Veight location (station 9.8) of blade 4. This was later changed to an
t,.ui vaent balance weight at the hub shear pad location. Blade track was not
, I,"c, :od by the dynamic balance correction.

V'1,v, ,ie rotor plane horizontal and at zero wind velocity, performance and loads
,a i vi' rt:curded at 80 percent NR (1122 rpm) and collective pitch angles
i ,..t to 25 degrees. The same procedure was repeated for rotor speeds of

' ~ ! ,, R (1263 rpm) ,nd l0u percent NR (1403 rpm), except these tests
.,,r' t(it I y power of tne drive motor at +23.5 degrees and +20.0 degrees

pitch, respectively. For all hover tests, all gages showed essenially
t(.!t ,h loads with negligible harmonic content. The collective shaking capability

_4 ,l thei L uliective actuators was used in an attempt to excite rotor fundamental
imodw. However, Jftcr many attempts at various hover conditions, it was

deterrneci that the rotor modes were heavily damped.

9 d,
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Forward Flight Test

With the rotor in a horizontal plane (00 sideslip) and the blades at flat pitch,
wind velocity was increased from 0 knots to 80 knots in 20 knot increments.
Performance and loads data were recorded at each level. Then, collective pitch
was varied at 80, 100, 139, 164, and 197 knots wind velocities. The positive
collective pitch limit was determined either by the power limit of the test stand
or the endurance limit of the pitch link and Blade Station 27.0 flap bending. In
all forward flight tests, frequency spectrum plots indicated negligible non-
harmonic response.

Sideslip Test

With the rotor positioned for forward flight, the blades at flat pitch and the
rotor speed at 100 percent NR, the wind velocity was increased to 139 knots.
The rotor sideslip angle was then slowly increased to -15 degrees by tilting
the DRTS into the wind. Performance and loads data were recorded at several
blade pitch angles. This procedure was repeated at -181 sideslip. The wind
velocity was increased to 164 knots and the above procedure repeated, except
otily to - 12 degrees sideslip and lower collective pitch angles due to increased
risk of autorotation. Test conditions in which incipient autorotation occurred
would not be encountered in flight. At 197 knots, the negative sideslip angle
was iimited to -8 degrees. At several points during this series of tests, the
alternating pitch link and blade station 27.0 flapwise bending loads exceeded
their respective endurance limits.

-, Positive sideslip angle tests were performed together, at 139, 164, and 197 knots
*. wind velocities, as detailed in Table 11. In numerous instances the alternating

piLch link load exceeded the endurance limit.

Sideward Flight Test

" With the rotor positioned for a sideslip angle of -45 degrees, the blades at flat
-" pitch. and the rotor speed at 100 percent NR, wind velocity was increased to

45 knots and performance and loads data recorded at various pitch angles.
T!, i. rocedure was then repeated for left side flight (-90 degrees sideslip)
at o usitive and negative collective pitch angles.

/ t a r t Test

. With thu' rotor positioned for forward flight, the blades at flat pitch, and the
rotor speed at 100 percent NR, the wind velocity was increased to 30 knots. The
rotor speed was then continuously decreased to zero in 60 seconds, and all

I! blade and hub loads and motions and rotor speed continuously recorded. The
rotor speed was then continuously increased from zero to 100 percent NR in
30 seconds, and all blade and hub loads and motions and rotor speed continuously
recorded.

The above procedure was repeated at 45 knots, and for sideslip angles of
-45 and -90 degrees.
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I hc rotor was instrumented to measure critical strains in all dynamic components.
A full description of the rotor instrumentation is provided in Table 12, which
includes strain gauge instrumentation on the blade pair assembly, rotor hub,

*-. output drive shaft, pitch link, pitch horn, swashplate assemby, etc. Rotating
i - ru:ieiitation was restricted to 24 independent strain gage bridges (96 avail-
,blt. rings in the slipring assembly).

* 1,;,(Wical instrumentation was provided on adjacent blades 1 and 2 for redundancy.
f Figure. 79 is a photograph of the upper surface of instrumented blade 1.

The flipvise and torsion bridges shown include gages on the lower blade

, surf.tcCk. Wiring from the blades, hub, and pitch links was connected to a
iunction box, which can be seen in Figure 78, above the hut). A cable that
connects the junction box wiring to the slip ring at the base of the DRTS runs
downq th, .. enter of the drive system.

Dat t\ cIui-itio n System

pTin 1-ricipal on-line and off-line features of the Boeing Vertol V/STOL wind
turncl (iata acquisition system are illustrated in a flow chart in Figure 80.

- 0nt nu:ldred dual output amplifiers are used to form two separate data streams.
1 One stream processes quasi-static data through fixed cut-off, low pass (2 Hz)

. filters. These data are further processed by a Boeing Vertol designed interface
to pass programmable time averaged digitized values from each amplifier channel
to a PDP 11/34 for conversion to engineering units, and for display on test
nonita"-;ug devices. The other stream processes dynamic data through adjustable
b aildwid th, low pass filters. These filters permit selection of bandwidths of

irtcrcst while precluding biasing errors. The data also are processed by a
Boeing Vertol designed interface that spatially averages the data over a selected
number of rotor revolutions to yield smoothed cyclic data for subsequent
1harmolic analysis.

A multiplex/analog-to-digital converter is used for high speed (100 KHz)
-.i oi:gitjzation of the data which can be preserved in its sequential pattern for time

ioaiu,, aialyses. These analyses are performed by a VAX 11/780 computer,
. I lt rc dynamic data are merged with the quasi-static data from the PDP
I rI' processing into final presentation formats. Digitized data are stored
or ). rctic disks prior to processing, and final data storage is provided on
.. ,ognct~ tape.

Vhk. Ci, TR test data was processed for on-line or off-line reduction and presen-
tktjoii. Off-line, report quality plots from Calcomp drum plotters and from a
V ' ctuw Ge eral graphics analysis system to develop curve fits, analyze data,

- A ,ij ievelop final graphics output were used. On-line, six flatbed plotters
.-ere used to produce report quality plots of various combinations of dimensional or
nondimensional parameters in their final corrected forms. Spectral analysis of
selected data channels also was conducted on-line and hard copies obtained
during the hover tests.
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TABLE 12. WIND TUNNEL TEST INSTRUMENTATION LIST

Desci-iption ID) No. Location I Units Cajhhratlor; Rag

B'ieNo. I

F:..p)\\se bending moment - l1exbeam IFBF7 B .S. 7. 5 in- lb - I , 000) to I -- 00)

C hordwxse,; bending moment - flexbeam IFBC 7 B. S. 7.5 -120.000 !o '-20,oo0

f~ nm~i t - tle-xbean, I FBT 7 B. S. 7. 5 - 5.0w, to * 5,60)

F.v ise beniding ili('nent - flexbeani IFBF1 2 B.S. 12.0

IC H rdijv btniig moment - flrexbeamn I VISC I2 B. S9. 12. i

I )Y- ion. :2lomnt - fle~heain I P11 . B.S9. 12.0)

1p~~ bec(Lig roIMent - f'xbi,,m 1I rF I B.S. 16.0

(jhord\m. btf.(TIlig F1omen~tt - Ilcxboli I FBG I, o b. S. 16,.o

'0 11 .I1111 I1ULTOI 1e1 t - Ilx t~ I F131 1 4 1B. S. 14.0

I is1 , 1,vi iiig niaIi -. bladi 1BlF2'7 1.S. 27.t)

I 1 A;-.t i- bt ndinig moment - blokdt IQC ' 1..2. 0

I t;,to:l mo!'-t t - blade IBLT27 B.S. 27.6L

*p%% i,,* bending momnent - b la ce I ISLF 34 B) . S. 34.0(

C hurdv. se bending moment - blade IBLC 34 B. .S. 34.))

lortuno 2!imnt - blade 1 B LT3 ; B .S. 34.0

I ie bending moment - blade IBLF45 B.S. 45. J

t-Lott s bendling moment - blade IBLC 45 B S9. 45.0

wi i inow,, it - blade 1BLT45 1.S. 4 5.1)

.,i. i,c u(ndLi 5, moment - flexbecan) I FISFI B.S. 0.0 in-lIb -)'(,00 to 5.1000

.Li- k Lcd( IPI1 I it (h Rod lb -- I , i)' to + 2. 000

LoC,, Noi. 2

y c be nd(Iing pm Onleun t -flextbail 2F13F7 13.S. 7. 5 in 11 15 ,0)I : I I
bending momtent -f~cxbt-eall .3BC7 1.S. 7 . -j in- C - to,00 t ; 23.

f1Cr~lt lXbea!!1 2BFT 7 1B.9. 7. 5 inl- b -5.00), t, 5 H
1

Pi:c h I iik Lomd 2PL Pitch I, o(d lb I-Or)100 to)



6 TABLE 12. WIND TUNNEL TEST INSTRUMENTATION LIST (CONT)

Description ID No. Location Units Calibration R.in,!e

ce btcndlng momenit - lexbcam 2FBF 12 B. S. 12.0 in- lb -i , i2A t" .1 5.UJof

-o bending moment -fle'xbeam 2B12 B..1. 0 O o+0 u

.. iebendling monent - tlexbewm 2FBFI 6 B.S. 16. 0 !).000 t + (; 0

(A!, -6%e bericiing moment - flexbeam 2FBC Ib B .S. 16.0

1 u-':on rnonert - tlexbc-am Y 2B I4 B.S. 14. 0

w j)Asc bending moment -- bladc -,31,127 B. S. 27.0

h-d e, bendinig imuntt - bl,,dc 2Bl.C'2": Bt.S. 29.oi

-ninoment - blatie B112 1.S. 27.0

ip-s bvndin ,c moment - biadc 2111Y34 B . S. 3-1. 0)

f, &h'.ou is ber(idig momnent - blade IBLC 34 B. S. 34.0

y'et-blaIde 2BLT 34 B.S. 34. 0 - 5,000 to 5.000

t) I ing mnt nt - bi df. 213LF45 B .S. 4. 50 - 15.000 to +1 5.0G0

bnii dig nionen t -blade 2BLC 45 Bt..45.0 -20,000 to + 20.000

- bl.a!c 2BLT45 B.S. 45.0 00. 0t to + 5. 000

k - b. idi.. nonnt 3C ii1bi SF -1 .S. .5 -15. 000 tn-1 ol 5.)C

', b mii~ omnit -flexoenw 31 C7 B.S. 7. i 210. 000 to *2u, (No)

i b>t<~ji I-ILtli rr~bIi~ 2;. 1:0 to 1 .

I'tta) L b'p lodn l\ lr i. i L - Lii 0

to ~ ~ ~ _ _ __ _ _ Ii~ ____Al btndn mIit t_ _________din t

BIrn

st'.. p2 , 0 ,-+ 5l

F a
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The wind tunnel control console monitored on-line many key control parameters
which were continuously updated by the computers. These parameters were
viewed in alphanumeric and analog form on digital displays, oscilloscopes, and
oscillographs. A safety of flight monitor continually recorded data from a number
of preselected data channels any time the rotor or tunnel was activated.

* Conventional wind tunnel parameters were monitored on the digital displays.
The parameters that triggered the rotor blade pitch dump were monitored in
analog form on oscilloscopes.

!EST RESULTS

An assessment of CFTR characteristics from the voluminous amount of data
gathered during the wind tunnel test was organized into the following four
categories:

1. Performance

2. Structural fatigue

3. Dynamics

4. Blade Loads.

oCo-rrlation of test data is made with analytical predictions and load limits of
structural components, wherever possible. But because the CFTR was tested
as an isolated rotor system, without the blockage effects of the AH-64 vertical
tani, the various test conditions cannot be directly correlated with predicted
Ilight cases.

Perfortmance

VigLUrc 81 presents a comparison of the CFTR power coefficient versus thrust
L ei ficient as measured in the wind tunnel at zero tunnel wind speed (hover) and
th, predicted performance of the CFTR at the identical condition. The predicted
GFI-R .'Lover performance is based on a HHI computer program which has been
siibstantiated with full scale rotor tests of the various Hughes Helicopter main
a!Id tail rotor systems.

l,1_ults in Figure 81 show that the measured wind tunnel data are in good
agrcemrlt with the predicted performance of the CFTR at the lower thrust
rvigeb hut tends to deviate at higher thrust levels. At the condition of maxi-
mani VROC (100 percent IRP) at 4000 feet, 95 0 F for the required tail rotor
th,-ast, the deviation of the measured power is approximately 6 percent higher
than the predicted performance. The reason for the steeper slope of the
measured Cp-CT data is not known and will require further investigation.
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Figure 81. Power Coefficient Versus Thrust Coefficient

li_iirt 82 shows a comparison of the measured collective pitch angle at
i) pcrcent radius with thrust coefficient (CT) versus the theoretically pre-

* ciicted collective pitch angle. The measured data shows higher pitch angles
roQoi(red to produce the same thrust when compared to the predicted pitch
;tnglcs. This has been the case in previous comparisons with measured full

" sc.,I( main and tail rotor data even though there was agreement with the CP-CT
Od;to. Part of this pitch difference may be in the zero lift pitch angles of the
te'st s'ction data in the program and the actual zero lift angles as seen by the

* tcot rotors. Further investigation will be required to resolve this difference in
pitch angles.

As ,:xplained previously, predicted forward flight performance for the CFTR
has been with the tail rotor as installed on the AH-64. This data includes

• -vertical tail interference effects such as dynamic pressure reduction in the
proximity of the tail rotor. Therefore, predicted performance of an isolated
C ER cannot be compared with the measured CFTR wind tunnel data. A
comparison could be made at a later date by either correcting the wind tunnel
data to include the vertical tail interference effects or to rerun the computer
program for an isolated tail rotor.
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Figure 82. Collective Pitch Angle Versus Thrust Coefficient

Stir-ctural Fatigue

Ti,,: structural evaluation that follows is limited to the compai'ison of measured
lo, u% with the endurance limit and the 1-hour limit established for each struc-
tucal member. These are the same alternating load or stress limits used as
t.riteria to monitor the CFTR structural response during the wind tunnel test.

(),k- or both of the monitoring limits were exceeded in a few test conditions.
I. h c occurrences are primarily useful to indicate areas for additional investi-
gttio, ,,hich are beyond the scope of the present study. For example, it needs

be determined whether each test point which produced excessive alternating
j-.u lies within the actual flight envelope. If so, its frequency of occurrence
* thin Ithe total spectrum of flight loads would need to be determined in order

to i its effect on the service life of the affected structural member.

*lIxbo'arr test stresses due to flapwise and chordwise bending were well below
,ht, t tturince limit except at Station 16 where 8.5 degree right sideslip at
i7 'nots produced an alternating corner stress 30 percent greater than its
E'n:urance limit but 14 percent less than the 1-hour limit (Figure 83).
However, it should be noted that the corner stress is based on the conserva-
tive assumption that flapwise and chordwise moments peak simultaneously.
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Bi tde test flapwise moment at station 27 exceeded its endurance limit by
26 percent in 150l right sideslip at 139 knots and equal led its end urance limit inl
:-ero sideslip at 197 knots (Figure 84) . The eniduranct- and I - hour limits for

* moments measured at this blade station were used to monitor the flcxbeam-bllade
joint at stations 25- 29.

Pitchlink test axial load exceeded its endurance limit at speeds above 161 knots
ar~d its 1-hour limit above 190 knots (Figure 85). These pitchlink load limits
were actually used to monitor the pitchhorn. A minor modification of the p~itch-
horn would raise both limits well abov'e the test loads measured.

Rotor mast, test bending moment reached 99 percent endurance limit at 197 knots.
1 tI eded to satisfy actual flight envelope reqluirements, minor dimensional modli-
icaitions would increase this margin.

Thic outpjut drive shaft test bending moment did not eXCeed 51 percent endIurance
limit. Upper and lower hub test ,:,trvsscs did niot exceed about 6 percent endurance

* limit.

I'l(' I'eSOH.aice diagramns generated by the DART computer program for reaction-
lc-s, collcctive and cyclic boundary conditions were p)rese-nted inl Figures 38, 39,
anld 10 respectively. Test frequencies obtained at zero and operating rpm arc
supe-rimposed on , and correlate well with, the resonance diagrams. The test
poinits were obtained from the frequency spectrum of loads from IFBC7, IFBF-i
and IPL gages.

Blade Loads

Iwo)V~ rcrseritat ive comp~arisons of CFTR flexbeam and blade loads between tc:At
results anld dylyrianije analysis research tool (DIART ) prediction are presented in

FlLI re.s 86 and 87. T he jump diseon tin ujit y in flapl anM"I mor1dW iS se lods between1
* the flex eami and blade at stat ion 25 .0( are tlt- loads in the pitch case. The flap

LjtidnUloads show -ood t-orrelation bct~k een thle tes,-t results; anxd DARIT
-krnjyticati predictions. The test data and analy is show

1.Low meanM flapi endMimip 1111)[110n1t Inl tit tw ltoxihearn and blade.

2Nkegligible n ia and( tilt~ Imu unig 11A,) beniA In ti hefeba

between-1 stationlb 16. anld 2

~.Alterinating flp ben16ing iiomrtt ill thet blade buillds Up rapidly
inboard from station 56.1) pc-inkilg at station 25.0O

.1. Altcrmuiting f-lap bending momenit inl thet, 1leXbi-anil bUildsi 11) r-apidly
inboi~rd fromi st on 2'5. 0 peaking at stat ion 7. 0.

5. Variation ofl cliord\,,ise be-nding momnit along the bladte anld flexNbt-dilu
,11'' Moore gradual.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This MM&T program successfully developed a production design and
manufacturing technology for the Apache helicopter flexbeara tail rotor. Fabrica-
tion techniques incorporated low-cost wet filament winding and an optimum
amount of composite materials. The design and analysis were confirmed through
laboratory and wind tunnel testing. The conclusion is that the CFTR can be a
low-risk improvement to the Apache weapons system.

When fully implemented, the CFTR will provide the following important benefit!:

* Improved tail rotor performance

* Reduced acquisition cost

. Reduced operating cost

. Improved fatigue life

* Reduced parts count

* Imp roved damage tolerance/survivability.

,*,- Therefore, it is recommended that continued work be initiated in accordance
_ with tl,, Airworthiness Qualification Specification (Reference 6), which includes

an analytical evaluation of the CFTR on the Apache, laboratory, flight, and
environmental tests, and modifications to the Apache helicopter required for
CFTR implementation.
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Sht component and assembly drawings that were prepared during this program
tare' listcd below in numerical order. Drawings included in this appendix are

indicated with an asterisk.

Drawing Number Title

*7-311422500 Tail Rotor Assembly

7- 311422501 Blade Pair Assembly

*7-311422505 Flexbeam

*7- 311422506 Pitch Case

7-311422507 Spar Tube

7-311422508 Tip Cap

7-311422509 Root Cap

7-311422511 Outer Skin

7-311422512 Inner Skin

7-311422513 Lightning Screen

7-311422514 Erosion Guard

7-311422515 Deicer Blanket

7-311422516 Backing Strip

7-311422517 Pairing Cap

7-311422578 Fairing

7-311422519 Leading Edge Weight

7-311422520 Trailing Edge Rib

7-311422521 Trailing Edge Wedge

7-311422530 Spacer

7-311422531 Adjustable Balance Weight

7-31 1422532 Pitch Horn

7-311422533 Upper Hub
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Drawing Number Title

7-311422534 Lower Hub

- 7-311422535 Fairing, Upper Hub

7-311422536 Pitch Link Assemoly

7-311422537 Swashplate

7-311422538 Output Shaft

" 7-311422551 Snubber

7-311422552 Damping Pad

7-311422553 Snubber Spacer

, 7-311422554 Tail Rotor Assembly - Wind Tunnel Test

" 7-311422572 Quill Shaft

7-311422573 Balance Adapter - Wind Tunnel Test

7-311422574 Balance Adapter
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